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SECRET

,̂ Y (.^TRIPARTITE TALKS

-Item 7. Epypt; Defence Negotiations

The Secretary of State will wish to give both Mr. Dulles

and Monsieur Bidault an account of the talks with Egypt.

The paper at Annex A gives a resume.

2. He may wish to discuss individually with Mr. Dulles

and Monsieur Bidault points noted in the papers at Annex B

and Annex C respectively.

3. He may wish to ask Mr. Dulles to intervene with the

Egyptians at once:

(i) to indicate firm support for our terms on the

availability of the Base; and

(ii) to see that the Egyptians do not "break off

negotiations after the meeting scheduled

for October 17.

October 14, 1953
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Summary Account of Egyptian Negotiations

1, We have reached, or are close to, agreement

in principle on the following points: -

(i) The reference to navigation of the

Suez Canal;

(ii) Air matters;

(iii) The functions of the Egyptian Base

Commander and his British Assistant

Base Commander;

(iv) The wearing of uniform.

2. We believe it should be possible to reach

agreement in principle, with a little bit of give

on both sides, on:-

(i) The organisation for maintenance

of the Base;

(ii) The duration of the Agreement;

(iii) The period of withdrawal of British

troops.

There remains the crucial question of the

conditions under which the Base would be made

available to the United Kingdom and her allies.

The Egyptians will now only agree to availability

in t̂ ie event of an attack on a State party to the

Collective Security Pact, and in all other

cases they ft-duldl only agree to consultation.

The Sgyptians having refused reactivation in the

event of a major war, we thought we had got them

to agree to make the Base available "in the event

of United Nations action to resist an act of

ilon". They have, however, now said that

they cannot agree to this. We are therefore

wide apart on the most important point.

A.
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4. The meeting on October 17 is regarded by

the Egyptians as decisive. The Egyptians have

told us that, if no agreement in principle is in

sight, then they will "break off negotiations

again. We, for our part, have told them that

the responsibility for a break will rest on them.

We should, of course, in such an eventuality be

obliged to stand pat on our position under the

1936 Treaty and look to our defences.

5. A more detailed summary of individual

points is in the paper at [Flag A],
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Note for bilateral talk with Mr. Dulles

The 7/ashinftton talks.

1. General Sir Brian Robertson accompanied

Lord Salisbury at the Washington talks in July

and was able to give Mr. Dulles a first hand

account of the situation. Mr. Dulles had himself

recently visited Cairo and returned disappointed

with the Egyptians, whom he had hoped to be able

to build up to be the corner-stone of Middle East

defence. Mr. Dulles had given the Egyptians a ;

salutary shock by telling them that the United

States was withholding the j& 11 million worth of

arms, which they were expecting from the United

States; and this, combined with our own firmness,

was responsible for the Egyptian Government

calling off their terrorist attacks and resuming

talks.

2. Prior to the Washington talks, the

Americans had never thought we would get an

agreement based on Case A, that is to say one

which gave us technical control of our own
V I

installations. Nor did they ever think we .

would get one lasting more than three years. At

the time of the Washington talks our negotiations

were again in suspense but General Neguib had,

in a personal letter to President Eisenhower dated

July 10, outlined the conditions under which he

would resume: in this Neguib made it clear

that Egypt would require substantial economic

and military aid as the price of settlement.

The Americans were still in a mediatory role,

/but



"but more conscious than "before of their power to

help "bring the Egyptians into the an ti-Communist

defence system. As Mr. Dulles himself put it

(Record: July 14) "one of the reasons why the

United States Government hesitated to back the

British was that it seemed to Americans that the

British attitude was more uncompromising than

the new conditions in the Middle East warranted".

3. On the issue of availability of the Base,

Mr. Bedell Smith (Record: July 11) "emphasized

that the United States took a severely practical

view of the reactivation of the Base since the

national security of the United States as well

as Britain and many others might be dependent

on it." Later, however, speaking personally to

Sir R. Makins, Mr. Bedell Smith counselled us

not to rely too much on American support for
o/t̂ lx

precisely worded terms on availability, though

he implied that if a situation were produced in

which the Base had to be reactivated they would

be with us all the way.

More recent history

4. Since the Washington talks the United

States Government have let us play the hand,

confining themselves to interventions to stop

the Egyptians from precipitate action and in

general support of our main aims. They have

faithfully kept to their undertaking not to

supply arras under present circumstances. The

Egyptians still go round to them for sympathy

if they think they can induce the United States

Government to persuade us to change our minds.
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- avftil»hll j

w u r formula pr.oviflen for rooctivutlon
of llic baoo "in t'a-i event of United liationo
oc t Ian tj rooiat an set of nggrcaslon11 (see
Cairo fcoloflrani number 1607» parapTa:>h 1 (b)).
ftie pui'pooe of tlila rlirnoo lo to ctxtnlt the
i.;gjfctlanu to portal fetln«3 moot Jv.it ion of the
^)a«fl in the evont of « (Plobal war,

2, The hgypt.lano hove rejected uur
formtUn nnd propooefl ft rcflraft (oee Coiro
tele gr o-n number l'c!3 of October 7) tliat fails
to meet our point. x

3. General r^obortfton understands very
elewly that ?*o Jmye no dlopoPition to raafce
any conceoeion.

it, 1'everthelenn* it nay be tliat If ttie
^••iy^tleno chow f»ny ei/?n(5 of coning round,
oo. ic roRrrange icnt ol our text wight help
them to give in gracefully. The following
text might conceivably serve:

''In the event of United flotlono action
to reolet an not o£ a^'caeion if,
in the light of the general situation*
either party consider the according

of/Brigadier H. ;i. l.wboniL, .D.3.U.,
Chielo of iitalf i-iecretarlat*

Minis t ry of r-efenco.
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of such facilities esocntlnl for the
oeiety of the tilddle i ast".

5. This formula gives nothing vital away. In
particular It doea not cjncet'e what the ligyptiano
<vent na:nely that they should bo coixnlttod only to
consultation and nut to reactivation outright* In
the event of o global war. It aloo has tho
additional advantage of localising to e-jnw extent
the conditions under which «re should have tho
right or reactivation. Tills will help to relieve
Egyptian tear a that no ml^ht want to matce too be so
available In the event 01. for example, another
Korean war.

6. subject to the views of tho Chiefs of Staff»
we should like to author ice oar Delenatlan to UBO
tuis text. e »vjuld aCd that there would seen to
be no point in their doing so until it bccasc clear
that the igyptlana had decided to concede our
requirements In substance, and were merely looking
lor a face-snver.

7. ve should be grateful if their viena could be
obtained urgently* if poaelblo today.

D. Boothby)
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AUTHORITY OF THE SEGKETAKY. CHIEFS OF STAFF COMMITTEE

C.O.S. (55)507

9th OCTOBER, 1953

CHIEFS OF STAFF COMMITTEE

EGYPT NEGOTIATIONS - 'AVAILABILITY

Copy of a letter dated 9th October,
1955 from, the For elRn.; Off ice, tp the
Secretary,, Chiefs of Staff Committee

Our formula provides for reactivation of the base "in
the event of United Nations action to resist an act of
aggression" (sou Cairo telegram number 1607, paragraph l(b)),
The purpose of this phrase is to commit the Egyptians to
permitting reactivation of the base in the event of a global
war.

\

2. The Egyptians have rejected our formula and proposed a
redraft (see Cairo telegram number 1U12 of October 7) that
fails to meet our point.

3. General Robertson understands very clearly that we have
no disposition to malce any concession.

k» nevertheless, it may be that if the Egyptians show any
signs of coming round, come rearrangement of our text might
help them to give in gracefully. The following text might
conceivably serve:

"In the- event of United Nations action to resist an
act of aggression if, in the light of the general
situation, either party consider the according of
such facilities essential for the safety of the
Middle East".

5. This formula gives nothing vital away. In particular it
does not concede what the Egyptians want, namely that they
should be committed only to consultation and not to
reactivation outright in the event of a* global war. It also . . •
has the additional advantage of localising to some extent the
conditions under v/hicli we should have the right of reactivation.
This will help to relieve Egyptian fears that we might want
to make the base available in the event of, for example, another
Korean war.

TOP SECRET
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6. Subject to the views of the Chiefs of Staff, we should
like to authorise our delegation to use this text. We
would, acid th:.t there would seem to be no point in their ' '
doing so until it became clear that the Egyptians had decided
to concede our requirements in substance, and were merely
looking for a face-savor.

7. V,fe should bo grateful if their -viev/s could be obtained
urgently, if possible today.

(Signed) R.C. MACKWORTH-YOUNG.

MINISTRY OP DEKKOS, S.W. 1.,

9TH OCTOBER, 1953.
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Extract froK Foreign Office Telegram
to Cairo, I-Turnbcr 1607

(1) In the event of -

United iaatioiu; action, to resist 9.11 act of aggression

or

j »n attack by an outside po'.ver on Egypt;

or

xin attack "by an outside power on any country
•which is a party to the Arab I-Uitual Security
Pact;

Egypt will afford to tho United Kingdom all such facilities
as viiay Le necessary to place the base on a war footing and
to operate it eff icient ly for the benefi t of H.M. Forces and
other friendly forces. These facilities v/ill include the use
of Egyptian ports by II. I I . Naval Forces and merchant shipping.

(ii) In thu event of .an. attack on Turkey or Persia
or in tht- event of a threat of an attc.clc on any of the above
mentioned countries th^re shall be iriimediato consultation
between the United Kin^dora and Egypt.

- 3 -
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Tel. No.: Whitehall 7000

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,

STOREY'S GATE,

S.W.I

14th October, 1953.

• X)V JEGYPTIAN NEGOTIATIONS - AVAILABILITY

a
In confirmation of Colonel Potter's telephone

message of 9th October, I have been Instructed
to inform you that the Chiefs of Ŝ lff concur
in the text proposed in your letter* of 9th October,
1953 about the availability of the Egyptian Base.

'Secretary
Chief s/bf Staff Committee

R. C. Mackworth-Young, Esq.,
Foreign Office,
S.W.I.

003(53)507
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African Department

Captain Waterhouse, M.P. came to see me this
afternoon to talk about Egypt. He told me that
a group of interested political bodies were due to
meet tomorrow under the Chairmanship of Leo Amery
to discuss the situation in the light of the recent ••
press rumours about the course of Anglo-Egyptian
negotiations. Could I tell him anything which
he could pass on to this meeting? Or if not,
something for his private ear. I said that I
would prefer that he should tell the meeting very
little, since there were still a number of
important matters outstanding in our negotiations.
The less said the better therefore for the time being.
I should prefer that he would merely say that
negotiations were still proceeding: the Egyptians
had come a considerable way to meet us on the main
questions of principle, but that they would have to
come some way further on the matters still outstanding.
V/e for our part would not depart from the position
taken by the Prime Minister and the Minister of State
with the Conservative Foreign Affairs Committee, which
implied that there were certain minimum conditions
which we should regard as a breaking point.

For Captain Water-house's private ear I said that
the main principle upon which the Egyptians had met
us was that of the management Qf the base, and the
hiring and firing of the technicians. He would recall
that when the Minister of State last dealt with the
matter in the House on May 12th, the Egyptians had
refused to concede this principle to us. They had
since done so. Matters still outstanding were
duration, availability and uniforms. We were pretty1
near agreement on the latter two points and I had
reason to hope that we would eventually get the
Egyptians to come along on duration, though their
original offers on this issue had been quite
unacceptable.

Captain Waterhouse seemed somewhat reassured
about this, though he treated me to his usual speech
about British prestige, Abadan, anbyfe«40n««i)&ta<w8»iiUH
I of course made the obvious points about expense of
the base, and the endless commitments into which we
might be drawn if we did not make some agreement.
I added that General Robertson, who, he would agree,
was of all people the last to advocate "giving away"
the Canal base, or to fall victim to Egyptian threats
or blandishments, was fairly confident that the
Egyptians were now ready to co-operate in honouring
an agreement and in supporting a Middle-East defence
arrangement, provided they were not driven beyond
certain limits.

Copies:
Private Secretary
Mr. Allen

Anthony Nutting
6th October. L955.
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The Editor,WTIIE TIMES",
London, E.C.4.

sir, ""' ' " • " • • • •••'• • - ••: - . . • • • : v:*;;Uivi:;
The importance of the Suez area as a military and air

base and of the Canal as an international waterway, have,
rightly, been stressed by many of your correspondents, but
the actions of successive Egyptian Governments in denouncing
a treaty freely entered into and in inciting mob violence
have given the present issue an even greater significance* :- .

The eyes of the Eastern Mediterranean, of Asia Minor,
and of Northern and CentralAfrica are focuased on these few
square miles of land which before our coming were a strip of <
sand as barren as Sahara. They watch to see if Britain has
the energy, as undoubtedly she has the power, to stand firm
by her duties and her treaties; or if$ wearied by the stresses
and sacrifices of world leaderchip she has decided to throw
in the sponge and assume an international position more in
accord with her geography than with her history. Leader* of
Arab countries conformu,to the present trend towards •
nationalism, have thought it proper to support Egypt with
their voices, but thyar°brave peoples who respect courage and
there are many indications that they would welcome a
manifestation of British phlegm. ,.'.

The House and the country were reassured by the Prime
Minister's strong but temperate declaration during the Foreign
Affairs debate in the Spring, but since then Wr. Churchill
has been unwell, Mr. Eden seriously ill,tm4,jpt is widely
halil9Trflr modified instructions were given to Sir Brian
Robertson when he returned to London recently. Egyptian
sources have put it about that Britain is prepared to movt
her armed Forces within eighteen months, to leave 4,000
un-uniforned mechanics under Egyptian command for a further
three years, at the end of which we will hand over bases,
stores and munitions intact.to the Egyptians - a useful
present should she still be inclined to Hast the Jews out of
Israel. If the power to enforoe justice is removed,

/Justice
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/removed

Justice herself will assuredly disappear.

Meanwhile the election campaign in the Sudan is in
full swing. On a flagrant breach of promise made on
the signature*^of the Agreement last November, the
Egyptian propaganda machine has been turned on to the
full in broadcast, press and bribe. Untruths repeated
loud and often without contradiction gain credence, and
there is a real danger that overwhelmed by such a spatey
Sudanese electors may, to their own destruction, return
to their Parliament a irajority prepared to hand their
country over to Egyptian misrule and exploitation. A
declaration that, in all essentials, the Government
still stand by the Prime Minister's statement would \
remove doubts at home and allay fears abroad. \

\\

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant, •

>:;;
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CONFIDENTIAL

(10033/02/530)

British Middle East Office,
Political Division,

O.H.Q. , M.E.L.P. I?.

October 2, 1953.

Gerry Duke and, perhaps, Tom Bromley will
have given you their impressions of Wednesday's
trip with Mr. Congressman Proughty and company.
It was a pity that the aircraft arrived late and
that their tour after lunch had to be a bit
curtailed. Colonel Galloway, who took them
round, said that he thoucht on the whole they
were impressed with the size of the place; they
asked a lot of questions about why it was
necessary to have a base at all and I am only
sorry that Mr. Congressman Smith did not come ,
down too after his outburst last

2. On the other hand, all the accounts of
Senator Knowland's visit the day before were
more encouraging. He arrived here, apparently,
without a clue of the size or purpose of the base,
expressed gratifying interest and frankly said
that he had no idea of the size of our commitment
here. It is not, of course, possible to convert
the unconvertible but I have a feeling that In a
majority of cases American criticism is based on
a Inck of understanding of the purpose of the base
and certainly a lack of understanding of its size
and scope. We are, therefore, only too glad to
have people like this down here though naturally
we would like to hnve a little bit more notice
than we had on these two occasions. The
Services here played up, as usual, extraordlnarly
well.

I am sending a copy of this letter to
African Department and to the Chancery at
Washington,

(H. 3. Stephenson)

.0. B. Duke, Esq., C. I.E., 0. B.K.,
H.ii. ttnbassy,

CAIRO
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Brief for Minister of State's Meeting with .

Egyptian Ambassador a.m. Tuesday (October 6)

The Department have been unable to discover from the

Egyptian Embassy whether Mr. Hakki wishes to raise any specific

point, but assume that his request to see the Secretary of1

State was simply to make contact with him after his return.

2. It is, however, likely that he will wish to discuss, the

Cairo talks. The Department suggest that the Minister of

State should in general follow the line taken by Lord Salisbury

Flag A with Mr. Hakki on September 30 - that it would be crossing

wires for him to embark on a discussion of the subject-matter

of the negotiations being handled by our delegation in Cairo.

It might, however, be useful if Mr. Hakki were to report

something to Cairo of the views here of the present state of

the game, and the Minister of State could therefore make the

following points: K '

(i) We are disappointed at the way in which the .

Egyptian side have gone back on various

points agreed during the discussions,

(ii) We are at a loss to know what the Egyptian •

Government think they can gain by leaking to

the press inaccurate accounts of the course
•

of the talks. Insofar as they claim that

we have agreed to what we have not, they :

merely make agreement less likely. Such

progress as has been made has undoubtedly

been helped by the absence of press speculation

at an earlier stage.
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3. Attached hereto are copies of:

(a) A submission to the. Secretary of State on the present

state of negotiations. "**•**

(t>) A submission on Egyptian leaks to the press. C * * **

October 5, 1953

P. S. fc

r̂ e-e—L < ^t
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Cairo telegromo 1388 - 1391
and 1396

The negotiations have now reached a stage at which*

In the view of our delegation, tho Egyptians may move

quietly cither towards a final overall decision to agree

in principle, or towards a break* It ia therefore

necessary to reconsider urgently the differences between

the Egyptians and ourselves* In the meanwhile, the

delegation might at their next meeting on October 7» proceed

on the lines suggested In Cairo telegram number 1396* a

draft reply to nhich ia submitted*

2. The following are our differences: -

(a) Peri90 of withdrawal,

The Egyptians are agreed with us on an eighteen

months' withdrawal period, but they losiat that it
!*•

should a tart from the signature of our Agreemont in
fvuleL l̂* . V*le tC»W>V- ICCxJU 11* <W*tJL3 *V-̂ Ar ,!«*•»-* P*G~r*e.*++a~JLi
detail* . ' ^

(b) Availability of th^ bnoe

Tho Egyptians uill norr only agree to availability

in the event, of an attack on a State party to tho

Arab Collective Security Pact, and tfea* in all

other caaes they could only agree to consultation*

ihe Egyptians having previously refused reactivation

in tho event of a major war, tre thought we had got

them to agree to make the base available in tho event

of the United notions taking action to repel
. •

aggression* We have tried* and failed* to maintain

^tjpllan adherence to this principle and we are

etill wide apart*

(c) Uniform

The Egyptians have said they would meet us to

the extent of admitting that British technicians

ion/



left in the Canal Zone after the withdrawal of the

combatant troops should wear a dress which would

be uniform, tidy, with distinctions showing rank*

and with evidence of the fact that the men were

servants of the Crown. We, for our party Insisted

that they should wear ordinary unlfor.n, which we are

ready to modify to the extent of wearing a apeoial

armband. The CommanderB-ln-Chlef In the Middle East

have, howeveri pointed out that in practice technicians

in the Canal Zone works hope normally only wear overalls

or khaki drill when on duty, and civilian clothes when

off duty. Thia difference therefore appears to be

less in reality than it would seem on the surface*

(d) Air Staging Poet

The Egyptians will not accept our requirements for

an air staging post*
\

(e) Suez Canal

Gfn the Suez Canal, the Egyptians would not accept the

clause for the preamble put forward by the Cabinet

Committee under the Chairmanship of Mr. Crookshank, but

have suggested a draft* which does not materially differ*

to the effect that:

"The Governments of Egypt and the United Kingdom

having In mind the 1888 Convention guaranteeing

freedom of navigation of the Suez Maritime Canal

which recognises that the Suez Canal is an

integral part of Egypt snd an International means
«

of communication of economic, commercial and

strategic importance"•

The Egyptians would not accept a clause In the substantive

part of the Agreement on this subject* but the delegation

were not Instructed to insist on this point. ,

(f) Maintenance of 1fhe base

On September 23, the Egyptians said that they might
agree/



agree to the following: -

(1) eighteen months period of withdrawal

to start from agreement in principle;

(ii) U»000 technicians for the following

three years;

(iii) during the next one and a half

years there would bo a progreoaive

reduction from 14,000 technicians to a

small number of "Inspectors'1.

We still nant a seven year agreement from the

time of signature (or ratification). We

also have insufficient evidence of the Egyptian

conception of the functions of "inspectors"

to know if the errangeracnta they propose for

the final period would be adequate, supposing

we were to come to terms on the duration of the

Agreement.

(a) ^'unctions of Baoe Commander and his British
Assistant

We have now given the delegation our viewa on

a draft which they submitted on this question,

and they are in c position to explore the Egyptians*

views further on the basis of it. We do not yet

know what differences there may still be.
V

(h) Duration of ApTeqment

•Ve say seven years, and the Egyptians six.

[3. The delegation now propose at their meeting on

October 7 to"explore further ttxe Egyptians' attitude on

(f)t (g) And (hX above In order that,: if a break has to

occur, it can be attributed to a point of substance,\ ._
and the Egyptians cannot attribute it to something about

which they can make a caoe\for showing ua unreasonable.

The/



The position is therefore held, if the draft telegram attached

ia approved, until after the next Cabinet meeting on October 7,

but the Cabinet may wish to be told at that meeting the extent

to which agreement has been reached on the lines of paragraph 2

above.

U. Of the outstanding matters. It ia to be hoped that the

Cabinet will allow our delegation to reach agreement in principle

on the Egyptian formula on the Suez Canal* which they may wish to

have examined by the Cabinet Committee.

5. In regard to uniform, the Cabinet may wish to be aware of the

views of the Coiimanders-in-Qhlef (Middle h'ast). Meanwhile, the

Department will explore with the War Uiflce and the Ministry of

Defence the extent to which our differences with the Egyptians
iCrM.pitt}

can be tort by codifying existing practice.

6. The withdrawal of troops would, on existing planning, start

eoon after the agreenent in principle, and we might therefore find

means of meeting the Egyptians on the basis of an understanding

on this point. Unless* however, the Service authorities are in

favour of it, the Department would not recommend our agreeing to

the Egyptian suggestion unless there were a clear proviso that we

would not be pinned down to an eighteen month period if the

conclusion of the final settlement were delayed for a prolonged

period, i>r if the Egyptians went back on any of the things that

they had agreed to in principle.

7. The air staging post being essential to our global strategy,

there can be no compromise on this point. Tt would be one on

which we could accept to have the full sympathy of the United
i

States Government if we break on it*

8. On availability, which is perhaps the moat crucial point of
i

all, we shall have to be careful not to manoeuvre for a break on

this point unices we can clearly show the United States Government

and our Commonwealth partners in the Middle East that the Egyptian

case is utterly unreasonable. Conaldering the looseness of the
obligations/
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obligations of member states ol the United nations to

carry out United Nations recommendations to meet

aggression, and considering that even in the North

Atlantic Treaty Organisation* action by .nember atates

in support of one another is not automatic* Egyptian

insistence upon eonooltation before reactivation of the

base could be shown to be not unreasonable. Moreover«

Kgyptian concern with the conditions for reactivation

should bear some relationnto the safety of the Uiddle

Kaat (ks a position with which ono can sympathise. The

Department therefore suggest two further possible

formulae on thia question which mieht be put to the

Cabinet at the meeting on October 7 before consideration

at a later meeting. wafts are attached.

9. Oonduoionq

(1) That the delegation bo instructed to act in accordance

with their tolegran number 1396 forthwith.

(2) That Cabinet approval bo sought for agreement to the

Egyptian formula on the Suez Canal.

(3) That we await the outcome of the delegation's

further tallta with the Agyptlans on the maintenance of the

base and the duration of the Agreement, before deciding

upon our final breaking points.

(U) lhat in the meanwhile further consideration be given

to outstanding matters on the lines of paragraphs 3-8 I

above. *•—̂

October 5. 1953.



IRET
EGYPTIAN PUBLICITY LKAK3

In the course of the past few days, the Egyptians

have been deliberately announcing to foreign correspondents*

particularly British and American correspondents*

fictitious information regarding points upon which we

are alleged to have reached agreement* Aaong other

things they have said that we have agreeu that technicians

should wear civilian clothes. They have implied that

the availability clause to which we have agreed is

confined to making the base available in the event of

an attack upon ligypt or one of the other Arab States*

2. The "high Egyptian authority" quoted by all

correspondents is identified as Major Salem, the Minister

of National Guidance* ^* ^-P* ™p*k ***** UAM-U} UA!̂  a* tC£, Sdvrt

Mr. Han toy has already remonstrated regarding these

leakages from the Egyptian side* but they have now

become eoXperiouo that we should consider taking eons

counter actibq. This could take the form either of

(a) making a complete statement of the point*'

agreed and the^olnts outstanding) or

(b) making a simple warning to the press that

statements on the courabsOf the negotiations

coming from Egyptian officia^L sources cannot

be regarded as necessarily beingSuscurate*

In the meanwhile, the News Department are warning

correspondents off the Reuter report to the effect that

we have sgr^ed to civilian clothes for the officials,

but have otherwise, refused to be drawn*

t^w Perhaps before we/\x^jcev either of the Bourses suggested

in para*&«aph 3 above, \te shobi^ instruct Mr. Hankey te

put/
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put the pooltloo squarely to the Egyptians ana tell tbeta what

we propose to do.

October 1. 1953.
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Five Pines,

VJeald Road,

Sevenoaks,

» Kent.
h October, 1953.

Dear Mr. Rogers,

concern. They are as follows:

rj. The evant.a! surrender of
ttirv base to the Egyptiani t , .̂̂

I a, enclosing

(signed) D. Partridge.
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A the Tories —
•THIS week some six thousand delegate!
1 to the Tory Conference and their

camp followers will be assembling at
Margate to. discuss 212 more or1 leu
Innocuous resolutions.

•'• -TlK«e -reMliitiona. AS la. usual when tlM PArurlj
U in office. embrace almoBt the whole rang? 01
political platitude from the merely pompous to the
openly sycopliantic. It is evident tlal those who
are responsible for thinking these things up In
advance preler their resolutions like Invalid lw,

It Is. therefore, quite unlikely that lite follow- '
inf emergency resolution will appear oo live -
conference agenda:

" BRITISH EMPIRE : SELL-OUT. That thl»
conference coucratulate* HM Government «n the
abject surrender »f vital British Interest* to »•
Egyptian mill- ••- - - --

13 STOP TH
; I COUld WISl)

ir^iurH "ffa ^IV*O
£!« i!S ||| Ml" 14
hand would • • • •• • • 1

gra.sssSi I W llfciW
and rouse the
than before It

»&.™SM LORD HA1LSHAM
l£wi uncovers THE QUESTION THEY
3St«'SS£ WILL HOT RAISE AT MARGATE

5?thl8.nbi£tBCs'urrender in their Relations Office can tell us what
Souls will be busy putUni the exactly is happening In Malta at
miisS.ini touches to a ne«otia- U» moment! And why Is FrancoS "knlln :," .hHS ,^rr«tarp s-sasi
gg ^Vulh%» b,BSp,.̂ Tolr'°a^^

Thev are preparing u> abandon J"»' . H" ''••,P"riWJ2!?S;the Suez Canal Base to the thing to do with his recently
rumStUD mUHarv dictato? .completed alliance will, tlw

GerSrll NrS and eve" United State*? Is the. Bute
attempt is boing made to explain Department .presently going to
and Jislifv thU? surrender to the telf the Foreign Office when we
British Dubl'c »re out of Suez that we do not

" need Gibraltar any more, and
Tl..v l»»:l«l_»n that as possession ol Malta. U*
I IIP UIIIIU-llp George Cross Island, did not

Venerable Serv ice chiefs are Mediterranean In 1«1 and 19«.
already be'ne disinterred from it ought to be handed . over to
lESSrsbl? ill?ement m ordS some other military dictatorship
to write letters to the Times, in the interest* ol the defence ol
Parliament is not in session, and democracy? ..^ ,1
it is doubtful if even tlie party -,
cunlcicmic \\:.ll be iiilujuied. %%,f_....«ai »»*..fl*M.s

Tlic Canal, it U being wills- . •» 1*OIIB« WTIMlfj;

loiiRer the iinponant base it was. _ '_,,,„* K* B<ai»H u^rv
and if not ac!uaP.v indefensible, P" ll,,™llrt.iS. "S™ S,£ .
can hardly br defended [rom P'»'n V that '™"ti» ™L. ofIsmailia or the Bitter Uikes. middle ol tlw war tlw policy pi

Speeches are already being «« American Government In
wrMm lor Minister, pointing the Mediterranean has been
out that. de«>l:e possession of the almost always hostile to British,
Canal in the las'. war. »e lost interests and a most always
command of til- Medilerranean entirely wrong. All Uirougli the
for nearly two Vfars. and that. Vichy regime, and with only one

' In anv event, win: we really need honourable exception, tlw State
U a base .somivihere e'.se which Department Matted their Middle1

• will be much nearer the possible Eastern Consulates with anti-
: theatre of operations British and pro-Vichy

In a third world war. • -«j(E*L. Consulates.
In other words, it will flSsSlS^. In ll1* Communist

be said that the battle K'SBISltak revolt In Greece, tlw
ol Aiamein and the mXmjt*A. Americans o s t e n t a -
siege of Tobruk wore al l •&JBHH Uouslv left us to right
about nothine and so H**^T^B "w battle ol liberation
long as Turkev is f ^^^^1 witliout their help. Yet.'
friendly, we can afford *MS 48?V9v H the battle had been
to surrender lo Neguib. *•*• f W ] M I ;l lost, both Greece and

' Tlw troub'e is tiiat "4-' ^•B't Yugoslavia would have
tiwre is no evidence fSlL'lB ' °een losl peimanenlly
that we are getting a laVJm to ll" Co"«nunl»U.
base anywhere e>e. or 'Wr«Jif^ America stood by
thftt If we did we \_*A fcnd allowed New York •
sliould be allowed tu to finance tlw Zionists
keep it MFCIIIR Vrhlle we were kicked

Rlglillv or »ron»:v. •«••!• out of Palestine, and
these same Servue TIM ... « w because we had been
Chiefs have actively l»«-u««. kicked out of Palestine
procured the exoend:- w i t h o u t an effeclivt
ture of millions or public money biow. Mossadeq t h e r e a f t e r
since the end of the war to deprived us without compensa-
enuip Hie verv base which they t'on of, our legitimate Interests
are now so ke;n to hand over. ln Persian oil. And of what use

It is unlikelv tint they would J"» our »lll»nc» witll Washing-
have done this had thev believed {?n ln lh»' blt ft bad business?
before pressure was brought to °,an »n.vone aeriously doubt that
bear that i: -vvss ol as little count " °ur American ally had urged
as they now arauc it lo be "* to stand firm we aliould have

* put our troops ashore at
Iki^, ».<••. >....• Abadan? Humour has It that
UlSilSlrOUit eyra Mr. Shlnwell and Hie

And. in arguing it to be worth- f» ad»i« »« Ca
1
bl"M, l" k"1*

leas, they ignore the whole ?P*JS% T3* V, *!€ had, f lood ?r"'c h a r a c t e r ot Mediterranean •* Abadan It Is pretty certain
Jtrcs that we would never have had

'ss5S-v.̂ ja-s ^"Neg^rrr .sfua
lid have thought, have shown
cluaivelv Hut each successive WlaS^-k VItarv defea; or diplomatic w mrm r *
ther and more uncompromis-

deniand$ from fresh American democracy Is. of

3£*« »*ichn'i? JSfS&Si ^^"^"^T, f "Zrender by tlie United king- '"ends. But which set ol friends
n of all its responsibilities does it prefer, a group of mili-

lonalities each unable to Nesuib and Franco or the
end llsell against a great Bjft^R Seopie ? Reflect nS
ler. hw.llo to one another, calmlv on the present MatS of1 . i S*i',l"n»8 ,™,mnn

tK5S2S wSiiS! It mSĴ S;* \y «-cS;oilier in a common system to Washington that, speakinit
i-ollectlvc securitv. only on tli« lowest plane, mill-
Hiai reauin. it may be asked, tary dictators have a nasty habit
Lhere lo suppose that with- of coining unstuck.
w»l from the Sura base will ot this, however, both Whius-
be followed by still furtlier hall and Washington may assure

iMiidn lo undermine Ihe pres- themaelves However d«sirab'.e.
• and power ol the British? British and American friendship

. jrlatfui the Commonwealth will never sunlve the destruction

IS SEL
iUIBll

-with American . connivance of •
British interests in the Mediter-
ranean area. And however care-
ful ly camouflaged such a destruc-
tion may be by the pontifical1

utterances of fespecied and \
retired admirals and air mar- •
ahals, the politicians of the
Mediterranean area, whatever ;
other shortf omtngs they pouesa. *~
know a quitter when Uiey see *
one.
" The sooner we make it plain I

that we are nob prepared to quit I
the Mediterranean the more 1
respected shall we be as allies 1
and the more formidable as 1
opponents. 1

The air age has only increased
(he importance ol the Middle
East as a nodal point of world
strategy. The Canal, as a ship-
ping lane, may be of secondary,
importance to the airflclds, but if
both had not been denied to the
Germans, it is difficult even now
to see how or when the last war
would have ended.

Our communication* w i t h
India and Pakistan, -Ceylon,

t

l

l-OUT^!ifc"UI|,:,%4••^•^^•^^^m
• Malaya. Australia, South Afr-ta A, '̂
and ; New Zealand all depvut'^-'j
upon the v*r«t«nUoa • of~' out i. "Jg

,int«rwU m the Me4Uerr«n«n /^J .
and particularly' In ' the SneKi ' t
Oual area. II war should cwr |1*
with a major Power, wha t .,-
Egyptian Oovemment would dar« ; ^
to permit tlw entry of our troopa. *\ i
whether or HM tht1 term* >of '*& '.
surrender require them t« do so? ,*
Q'.ve up our lnter«u«7ln-tne ?•• '
Mediterranean and Ui« British '4, ;
Coromonweallh. ceaiu^s to ' b* a . «, i
ruble political or <trat«flc. unit, .'i 1

JNo dout*.<lnibeacy,)i-aatMn It J< >
Itttl. upon what strip of ideMrt.J!i-.? |
t h u e communlcat lon» >. a r • {« j I
secured to long \ M • th«y\ -«nr f,'!f 1
strongly held. But ejected rromV ii?
PaleaTine. deapolled in Persia "'T")
and acuttlUK from Kgvpt. InUi ,'.'.-;«
what atrip of desert shall we pour î ',\j.£
the taxpayers1 millions of mooer-fi. J^
next! And how long ahaU.KbjCh.?,;. ;*
allowed to »l«yt ' 77> A''.e;'-.'.\r

On S a t u r d a y altaraooA * «i
thousands w.11 anxiously awAlk.'rT'n
Sir Winston Churcbill'a.ttat «€.***
speech since his Illness in June. •?. 5; i,
But Uie questlaa it, will h« ooa* (,i^
back waring > big stick., «rlf.,'j;i
carrying an umbrella? Upqn the : iv ̂
answer to UiU question ' U». • *3
whole future «f our island mail' i. •*
depend,. ' • '• ^ - • > - - . iJ «..',>
WOULD COTTBIOffr B1OTWO1 |jtii i •-•! jj* "Sn
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Us 1192/519)

.AJiT!U:.
FOREIGN OFFICE, 3.W.1.

October 13» 1953*

Thank you for your letter of October 7,
enclosing on extract from a letter of one of
Mr, RodgorB* oonatituente, Mr. D* Partridge*

I do not thlnic I can do better at this
Btoge thnn refer you to Lora 3aliBbury*8 speech
at Mnrsnte on Frldny of lact Track for all tho
material you will need to refute the substance of
Lord Hallehara'e article In tlie Evening Standard.

yours Sincerely

aJ.(J- S. Killlclc)

141 ae Elizabeth Oxley,
140, Berkeley Square*

London, W.1.
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TOP SECRET

BRITISH EljBASSY,

CAIRO.

October 7, 1953.

In our telegram No.1̂ 07 of
last night re tried to set out some of
the considerations of principle which
govern our final requirements in the last
period of the projected defence agreement
with Egypt.

At our request, Brigadier Dove
lu-.s produce3 a brief memorandum outlining
the pi-act leal effect on the base of the
numbers of technicians which we might
retain at each level. I think this is a
very clear contribution to our thought on
this subject.

I am senc1!̂ ; tills to you in
agreement td.th General Robertson.

(R. I I . A. Harikey)

Roger Allen, Sso., C.M.G-.,
icn Off ice ,

London, S.'J.l.
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APPEKD-IX A

Requirements in M3fl/P(53)9 Revise

Serial Requirement Reference

1. To melntain the base in such a page &, para 1
Pece 43, para 2

stete that it can be used (gj

immediately on the outbresk of war.

To do this all depots, installstions,

cemps, signel reil end road

communications end' public utilities

required during the first three

laonths of ver must be brought up to

s proper strndrrd of maintenance

end either kept in use or placed

on a proper care end maintenance

basis. :

2. To be able to use our stocks of ' page 6 ptra 2
page o para 2

medical stores rnd certain items page ^J> para 2
(aT, (c), (d) &

of ordnance (including ammunition) (e)

and engineer stores to maintain

certain of our forces remaining

in thfc Middle East. This would

include In particular the maintenance

of our forces in Jordan and the

Arab Legion.

3« For a sufficient reserve of petro- page 6 para 3
page & para 3

leum products to be retained end

turned over: to do this it

be essential to retain, through

Shell Coinpeny, the use of existing

tankage in Egypt. The Royel Navy

vould require the use of existing

commercirl oil storage facilities

rnd pipelines.

A.



Sei'is.l Re--: ^.reaient Reference

ij-. To be aLIe to retein and turn over page 8 para 4 •
page '43 para 12

stocks of supplies sufficient to (d) and (e)

feed certain of our forces

remaining in the Middle East.

5. To maintain in the base certain page 7 P̂ ra 2
page 8 para 5

mobilization equipment and war page >]3 para 2(f)

reserves for the Army and Air

Forces in this Middle East,

including the right to turn, over

stocks. To do this we liust be free

to move vehicles, equipment and

stores into, out of, end withi'n

the Canal Zone.

S» To be rble to use 2 Base Workshop ( Page & para 6
page lj-3 para 2(b)

HEME for the base repair and overhaul

of vehicles and equipment from our

forces remaining in the Middle East,

together with the necessary RACC

installations to supply it and to

hold vehicles and equipment for

repair.
* . . .

?• An allied manned air staging post V

would be maintained in Egypt. page 6 para 6

S. Depots and installations within the page 6 para 1

base to be run and controlled on the

analogy of our base in Belgium or '

the United States base in the United

Kingdom.

9» All the main inst&lletions and page 56 para 2

depots will be commanded by a British
%

Officer v/ith a British staff.

10. The Egyptian base arec. Commander page 56 para

would not Initiate instructions of

a technical or policy nature.
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The Last Period

Memorandum by Brigadier Dove

1» I attach at Appendix A the requirements for the base given in

the brief.

2, During the period following withdrawal, and always provided

that we. can get full Egyptian cooperation, we can obtain these

requirements on the following British personnel, as a bare

minimum:-

Army 3200
RAP 600

The difference between this and 4,000 gives a reserve for

contingencies.

3. In the last period v/e can obtain these requirements on the

following British personnel:-

Army 1950
RAP _550

25075

If we do not get a British run air staging post the RAP
\

requirements will be reduced, and the total will become 2050*

4« The reduction below the requirement for the earlier period .

is due partly to a reduction in the requirement (e.g. overhaul

of inland water transport and railv/ay rolling stock will have

been completed) and partly to more time being available for

training Egyptians.

5« A reduction below this total can only be made if we are prepared

to relinquish effective control of one or more installations,

6. The installations concerned fall into the following broad

categories

(a) those required to hold stores, both for the maintenance

of f.iEIF and as war reserves

(b) their connected workshops

(c) the base workshops at TEK

A distinction can be made between (c) and those in (a) and (b)

above, but there is no evident reason why1] if we relinquish

/control
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control of some installations in (a) and (b) we should not

relinquish control of them all. The arguments that vie have

used for retaining technical control rather than inspection

rights apply to them all equally.

?• Once we relinquish technical control of an installation we

can no longer rely on it as a meana of supply for MBIP in

peace, and its function is reduced to maintaining war reserves,

with the small turn-over needed for that purpose.

8. In the case of No. 2 Base '/orkshops we can argue that it will

he required immediately on the outbreak of war, and that a

workshops takes longer to get into running order than a depot,
x

since it needs so many more skilled personnel. It ought

therefore to be kept running in peace with a considerable

active load. To do this we v/ould need to use it as a base

workshops for M3IP and if we do this wa should retain

tsoUnioal control.

9. ;QIQ critical points are thus the following:

(a) With 2500 men v/e can retain technical control of

installations, and an air staging post.

C'o) With 2050 men we can retain technical control of

installations, but only have air staging facilities,

(c) v/ith 600 men we can retain technical control of 2 Base

Vi'orlcshops, have inspection elsewhere sufficient to care

for our war reserves, and have air staging facilities.

This involves relinquishing serials 2, U, 7, 8, 9 and

•!0 of Appendix A.

(d) Vtfith 200 men v/e can have inspection sufficient to care

for our war reserves and air staging facilities. This

involves relinquishing also Serial 6 of Appendix A,

10. The foregoing estimates are based on the fundamental

assumptions that the Egyptians:-

(a) behave honestly in the base,

(b) guard it securely.

(c) run it with reasonable efficiency.

Ad)
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(d) produce suitable men to be trained as technicians when

required.

(e) carry out all repairs found necessary by inspection.

(f) produce all the labour both skilled and unskilled

required to assist the inspectorate.

They also assume that the inspectors are used purely for

inspection, and are not required to give advice or assistance

to the Egyptians operating and maintaining the installations

(though no doubt they could do this to some extent).

Inspectors will keep a general watching brief on organisation

and methods, together \;ith periodical stocktaking and snap

inspection of equipment and stores*
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Serial

1.

2.

3.

A

page 8, para 1
page U3 f para 2
(g)

Requirements in M1̂ R/P(53)9 Revise

Requirement Reference

To maintain the base in such a

state that it can be used

immediately on the outbreak of war.

To do this all depots, installations,

camps, signal rail and road

communications and public utilities

required during the first three

months of war must be brought up to

a proper standard of maintenance and

either kept in use or placed

on a proper care and maintenance basis.

To be able to use our stocks of

medical stores and certain items

or ordnance (including ammunition)

and engineer stores to maintain

certain of our forces remaining

in the Middle 33ast. This would

include in particular the maintenance

of our forces in Jordan and the

Legion.

page 6 para 2
page 8 para 2
page U3 para 2
(a), (c), (d) &
(e)

for a sufficient reserve of petro- page 6 para
page 8 para

leum products to be retained and

turned over: to do this it mill

be essential to retain, through

Shell Company, the use of existing

tankage in Lgypt. The Itoyal Navy

would require the use of existing

commercial oil storage facilities

and pipelines.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Requirement

To be able to retain and turn over

stocks of supplies sufficient to

feed certain of our forces

remaining in the Middle East.

To maintain in the base certain

mobilization equipment end war

reserves for the Army and Air

Forces in the Middle East,

including the right to turn over

stocks. To do this we must be free

to move vehicles, equipment and

stores into, out of, and within

the Canal ]6one.

To be able to use 2 Base Workshop

REME for the base repair and overhaul

of vehicles and equipment from our

forces x-emaining in the Middle East,

together with the necessary RACG

installations +.o supply it and to

hold vehicles and equipment for

repair.

An allied manned air staging post

would be maintained in "iigypt.

Depots and installations within the

base to be run and controlled on the

analogy of our base in Belgium or

the United States base in the United
*

Kingdom.

All the main installations and

depots will be commanded by a

British Officer with a British staff.

The Egyptian base area Commander

would not initiate instructions of

a technical or policy nature.

Reference

page 8 para M-
age ij.3 para 2
d) and (e)

p
(

page 7 para 2
page 8 para
page U3 para 2(f)

page 8 para 6
page U3 para 2(b)

page 6 para 6

page 6 para 1

page 56 para 2

page 56 para 3(*>)
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FROM: J. E. S. SIMON, Q.C.. M.P.2 • flp^C*-"-

of Commons,

louoon, £».&>. I

!8th October, 1953. ;'

I attach a letter which I have
received from one of my constituents,
Mr J. Westwood, of 48 Ayresome Green
Lane, Middlesbrough, about the talks
taking place with Egypt.

Before replying, I would be
grateful if you could confirm that we
have in fact already guaranteed Israel's
frontiers.

Antony Nutting, Esq., IIP,
Parliamentary Under Secretary for Foreign

Affaire.
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COPY JE 1192/525

' U8» Ayreaorae Green Lane,
Middlesbrough.

Mr. Simon M.P., k Oct. '53.
Hon. Member for Middlesbrough W,
House of Commons.

Dear Sir,

I am very concerned about the possible outcome of
the talks now being held with Egypt. It is worthy of
note, that while these talks are taking place, the
Egyptians are pleading provocation against their
neighbour Israel by accusing them of border incidents.
It is also announced that the ex-premier has been condemned
to death - one of the indictments being that he
propelled Egypt into a war against the Jews "before the
Egyptians were ready".

General Neguib made the infamous statement when he
came to power - "when we have got rid of the British,
we shall turn our attention to Palestine". All of which
suggests that the Egyptians mean to start the war again.

I ask you sir, to establish what guarantees are made
in the current talks to maintain peace, and just what
action the UK proposes to take when Egypt breaks these
guarantees.

It has been suggested that arms supplied by Britain
to Egypt (these include jet fighter planes) will not be
used in a war against Israel.

How is it possible to receive and believe such an
assurance, and what steps will be taken by the UK if it
is proved that Egypt breaks this undertaking?

Yours faithfully,
X

(Signed) John Westwood.
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JOINT STATEMENT BY THE GOVERNMENTS OF'
UNITED KINGDOM. FRANCIS *NU THE UUITIiiD STATES.

25th M A Y . - 1950.

The Governments of the United Kingdom, France and the
United States, having hud occasion during the recent
Foreign Ministers' meeting in London to review certain
questions affecting the peace and stul...lity of the Arab
atateu ana isruel, and particularly that of the supply of
arms and war material to these states, have resolved to
make the following statement:

1. The three Governments recognise that the Arc.b states
and Israel all need to maintain a certain level of armed
forces for the purposes of assuring their internal security
and their legitimate self-defence and to permit them to
play their part in the defence of the area as a whole.
All applications for arms or v/ur material for these
countries \7ill be considered in the light of these
principles. In this connexion the three Governments wish
to recall and reaffirm the terms of the statements made
by their representatives on the Security Council on
ij.th August, 19̂ 9, in which they declored their opposition
to the development of an arms race between the Arab States
and Israel.

2. The three Governments declare that assurances have
been received from all the states in question to which
they permit arms to be supplied from their countries that
the purchasing state does not intend to undertake any act
of aggression against any other state. i3imil~r ^ssur^nces
will be requested from any other states in the ^reu to
which they permit arms to be supplied in the future.

3. The three Governments take this opportunity of
declaring their deep interest in and their desire to
promote the establishment and maintenance of peace and
stability in the are.- and their unalterable opposition to
the use of force or threat of force betveen any of"the"
states in th,.t are^. The three Governments, should they
jfind that any of these states was preparing to violate
frontiers or armistice lines would, consistently with their
•obligations as members of the United Nations, immediately take
Action, both v;ithin and outside the United Nations, to
prevent such violation.
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Thank you for your letter of October 8, •

enclosing a letter, which I now return, fife*, your

constituent Mi*. J. "7est\7ood.

*? The Aruii.rstice Arrcerncnt between Israel and

^L'iT* abnolr.toly precludes iiiilitary action .by one

part- a:;air.rt the other and is supervised by the

United Tntiom Chief of Ttaff of the Truce ' •

^upe^vlnory orfaiiir.ation, v;ho reports to the

3ccil^j.ty Council, of tho Unitod Ncvti-u-nn.1 . There is

also n I'i::od Aruiirtiee Gouuaisr ion, comyocod of

threy Israelis and throe Egyptians under .a United

TTatiuns chairman which deals with complaints , •

C tli3 v:orl:infT of the Agreement from either i
these -, i

side. I thirt: it is fair to say that/arrangements

do more to preclude a resumption of hostilities

than the presence of British t roopo-in the Canal

5̂ . In addition, there in the Tripartite

Declaration of Hay ?.j, 1930, the. last paragraph

of rhlch rencTn an follor;n:- .

"Tho three Government:1, (the United Kingdom, ' ' '

Prance and the United otatcr.) take this opportunity

of declaring their deep interest in and their'

denli-c to promote the crtablinhuent and
fft+4. A\»fc^« J-*--d, -̂ 1"*^ -_\& J •

uiaintonnncc of peace and stability in tho -area A "i
•1

and their unalterable qp.p.flnition to the. URe.._o£ '• .|

force or threat of force between, .any. .of. the s.t.atj53_ |
• -1

•in that area* '•Uhs thyee Governracntn, should they "
* ' " .

find that any of ther.e states was preparing to 4

violate frontierr or arrnir.tiCG lines would

connirtontly v'ith tlieir. obligations as members of •

the United TTationr, i'.nnaediately take action,

/within
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within and outnide the United JTat ionr , to prevent

such violation."

#"• I hc^e the^e p o l n t n rill enable you to make i
•

clear thrl; it in pot "•j• • >-^ the re-nnonnnMlity of
/to <»"A:A ds^j

?"•" "" J"'"1 T " f rovornraen t / i . o r.ee that Egypt
/v

observer: the arvdr-tice ten.)s, but of the ivholc of

the United Nations.

.̂ You. may like to reaG~u.ro ?.!r. V/ent'-;ood at the

saaie ti.^e that there ha" 'been a complete einbarno
^Mt^Atc/ Ouv^ky

on the r>alc of Wrl-l-ia-?, Ilin. ^s>ii annr/to TUftypt ninco
^*^

October IS'̂ '̂  and a partial e;fbnrr;o nince 19j'0.

Only four Jet fighter planer, have been delivered

to ?!gyj.it out of a larp-e order outstanding. A

very much larger nnnbcr of jf.ct planers hac been

supplied to Icrael during the -met jG+* yearn;

f:

ANTHONY NUTWW
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EGYPT; DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS

The main points of our present deadlock with the

Egyptians v/ere discussed at a meeting with the Secretary of

State on October 5th. General Robertson has reported since

then that the Egyptian position has not materially changed

on any of them.

2. They are:-

(a) Uniform

(b) The question of the phrase in the preamble

regarding the Suez Canal, and, apart from

other matters not so much in the

foreground,

(c) Availability of the baae.

3. We propose to give the delegation some facts regarding

the uniform Question and some comments on the latest

Ecyptian formula regarding the Suez Canal which may help them

to bring the Egyptians a little closer to us on those points. •

k. Regarding availability of the base, however, General

Robertson understands very clearly that we have no disposition

to make any concession.

5. Nevertheless, it may be that if the Egyptians show any

signs of coming round, some rearrangement of our proposed

availability text might help them to give in gracefully. Our

present formula provides for reactivation of the base

"in the event of United Nations action to

resist an act of aggression."

The following text, which was read out at the meeting with
•

the Secretary of State, while making it perfectly clear that

no question of consultation (which is what the Egyptians

want) is involved, might conceivably serve, provided progress

/is



is made on the other points, to persuade the Egyptians to

change their minds in the manner suggested above. Under

this wordinp the "base would be reactivated
V

"in the event of United Nations action to

resist an act of aggression if, in the light

of the general situation, either party

considered this to be essential for the safety

of the Middle .Bast."

6. This formula has also the additional advantage of

localising the case to some extent and thus helping to relieve

Egyptian fears that we should want to make the "base available

in such a case as, for example, the Korean war.

7. We should be grateful for authority to give Genbral

Robertson this text to use if he felt it might play a part

in bringing the iSgyptians round should they show a cfiange

of heart.

8. This would be in line with what the Minister of

told the Egyptian Ambassador on October 6th (marked passage

in attached paper).

State

October 8, 1953
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CONPIDENTIAL.

THE UNITED STATES AMBASSADOR, whom I happened
to meet today at lunch, said that he had noted from
a telegram from Mr. Caff erŷ > that the Egyptians seemed
to think that there had been some misunderstanding
"between themselves and the U.K. Delegation about the
extent to which the Egyptian Delegation had, at an
earlier stage, given its agreement to our formula
about availability. The Egyptians said that they
had not gone back on their previous agreement: if
the British Delegation had thought that the Egyptian
Government had given their agreement, they were under
a misapprehension. The Egyptian Delegation>thought
that if this misunderstanding could be cleared up,
it would be easier for the two Delegations to come to \
a final agreement on this topic.

The Ambassador said that he had not been instructed
to give this information to us, and he therefore
requested that its source should be protected.

October 6. 1953.

Top: African Dept. (to enter)

Copies: Secretary of State
Minister of State
Lord Reading
Mr. Nutting
Sir P. Dixon
Mr. R. Allen.

Vĉ X*/ "
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Minister State

. Lord Salisbury

You may remember that, at our meeting on Egypt a few

days a^o, the question arose whether it would be worth trying

to put to selected Members of Parliament the political,

economic and military grounds, upon which \ve base the solution

of the Ganal Zone problem which we have been seeking to \

achieve in aJLoo'i'dtion with the Egyptian Government. \

It was decided that these arguments could be better

deployed once an agreement had been reached.

General Robertson has nevertheless drawn up in the

annexed paper the kind of case that might be put in defence

of our policy. He has v;ritten a very persuasive paper which

would, I think, bring new and decisive facts to the attention

of some of our Parliamentary critics. • ' ...

\\,..

L u.1.

C? '*?'
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The/Acting Foreign Secretary has eaked me to give you

this talk on the Anglo-Egyptian negotiations because

he feela that it might help you to undoretand acme of

their implications* The subject is by no means as simple

as some people think, and there is a good deal which cannot

be said openly* In this connexion I hope that I may speak
s

to you in all confidence. If some of my remarks were to
.••' ' '

reach the Egyptians, it would do our case very great harm*

2* Ae you know* the reason why we keep troops in Egypt

is that we attach great importance to the defence of the

Middle Sast, That defence cannot be successfully conducted

without our participation, and we can only play our part

in it if we have a base there in peace ready for use in war*

We have such a base in the Canal Zone today, there is no

practicable alternative location for the base, even if we

ebuld afford to move it, which we cannot, /~~In order to be

brief, I have to make a number of categorical statements

of this nature without substantiating them* but if you want

to hear my justification of them I shall be glad to respond

to questions afterwards. \)

3, Our right to keep troops in Egypt rests on the 1936

Treaty. That Treaty has not been observed strictly to the

letter by either side, but we can show pretty good reasons

to justify such departures as we have made from it ourselves*

The Egyptians, as you know, abrogated the Treaty in October,

1951* That unilateral act does not of course affect the

validity of the Treaty in international law, but it

undoubtedly has the effect that other nations, including

even the Americans, tend to regard the Treaty as a dead .

letter. The rights which the Treaty gave us last until

1956, but it is not the case that we have no rights
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thereafter.̂  The provisions made in this respect in the

Treaty are complicated; I will explain them if you wish; J
i * -

think, however, it may be sufficient to say that if we continue

to keep troops in Egypt after 1956, in spite of Egyptian

objections, we could state a fair legal case for doing BO, but

from a practical point of view we should find it very difficult

to convince other nations that we were in the right, A

U* The obvious question which presents itself ist why do we

not just stand pat on our treaty rights at least until 1956* •

It is of course part of our policy to maintain friendly relations

with other countries, and it is tiresome to be involved in a

wrangle with Egypt* However, the Egyptians are very difficult

people, and their past behaviour does not constitute a claim
i

on our good nature* On the contrary, it affords full

justification for our telling them "to go to blazes** Our

economic interests in Egypt are still important, but they are

less than they were and we might perhaps recover them later*

We have nothing to fear from the Egyptians from • strictly .
'v

military point of view. To preserve freedom of navigation in

the Suez Canal is not an exclusively British interest or .
i

responsibility. •

5. There are unfortunately several reasons why the "go to

blazes'* policy is not nearly so attractive on examination as

it might seem at first sight* I will mention the two most

important of these reasons, though there are others*

6. The first reason is that the Base is useless to us without

labour and in practice this labour must be Egyptian and a high

proportion of it must be skilled. Prior to 1951 we employed

about 50,000 civilians In the Base, most of them Egyptians.

Today, due to Egyptian ill feeling and lack of co-operation

the most that we can obtain is 20.000 and the proportion of
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skilled personnel within thla number ie very low. The

result is that the Base is not running properly even today.

The workshops in particular are only running at a fraction

of their full capacity. If the Egyptian Government were to

call out our labour as they did in 1951 the Base would come

virtually to a standstill as it did on that occasion* All

efforts to find an alternative source of skilled labour bay*

failed. We have brought In 10,000 Bast African pioneers and

1700 British technical troops who can ill be spared from

elsewheret but these reinforcements fail to fill the gap

today and are obviously quite inadequate if our Egyptian

labour should leave us again. In short, the usefulness to ua.

of our Base is dependent upon a measure of Egyptian co-operation

which cannot be obtained if we tell them to "go to blazes". '

7* The second difficulty concerns the fact that the fighting

services are maintaining our position in the Canal Zone in

the face of Egyptian hostility* Let me emphasise again that

we are not afraid of military defeat but that Is not the pointt

Prior to 1951 we maintained in Egypt only about £o,000 troops*

of which only 6,000 were fighting troops, the remainder

administrative troops chiefly engaged in running the Base.

This is the figure for the Army. X will not deal with the

Air Force though it is similarly affected* The Navy la not

affected in the same way* We now have over 50,000 United

Kingdom troops and nearly 18,000 Colonial troops* Of these
* :

about 28,000 can be classed as fighting troops, so that the

combatant force in the Canal Zone is nearly five times what
i

it was at the beginning of 1951* The total garrison including

Royal Air Force is about 80,000. We had hoped that this

concentration would only be temporary but It has already lasted

more than 18 months. Until we reach some modus vlvendi with
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the Egyptians we cannot afford to prejudice our position by

reducing our strength. If you wonder why It takes BO many'

troops to defend our position against those Egyptians the short

answer Is that It always takes a lot of troops to guard an area

containing many highly important installations against sabotage

and robbery. It is even conceivable that a situation might

arise in which the present number of troops would bo

inadequate. If we were compelled to re-occupy Cairo and

Alexandria because British citizens were being murdered or for

any other reason, we should be able to carry out the military

operation necessary for that purpose frith our present forces

but we should not be able to hold and control the adrainlstra-'

tlon of those large cities and the communications between them

and the Canal Zone without heavy reinforcements and no

reinforcements are available unless very drastic measures are

taken in this country. The major port of our strategic

reserve consisting of one Infantry division and one Parachute

brigade group la already committed in Egypt. This in itself

constitutes a highly unsound position.

8. This protracted retention In Egypt of such a large

proportion of the Army Is having a very bad effect on Ita

efficiency. It aggravates the situation in which regular

offlcera and men spend the greater part of their service
' i

abroad, which is prejudicial to recruitment. Moreover,
*

conditions in the Canal Zone are eminently unsatisfactory.

Since it has been assumed ever since the war that our stay

in Egypt is temporary, no permanent construction has been

carried out, so that there is no proper acconmodatlon for

our troops, 90# of them are living in tenta0

/end
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and v;hot Is worse there Is a very grave lack of married

quarters. Separated families cause more hardship and ,

discontent than almost anything else, as you gentlemen must

know only too well from your own mail bags* At this present;

time regular warrant officers and sergeants are leaving the

Army faster than replacements can be found and trained and

these men are the backbone of the Army* Statistics show

that we are losing them from units which are stationed in the

Canal Zone twice as rapidly as from units stationed elsewhere.

It is very evident that if we are going to tell the Egyptians

to go to blazes we must reokon on keeping the present number

of troops in the Canal Zone Indefinitely and this means that

we must build proper accommodation for them and their

families at a cost of several hundred million pounds* Bven

so, this accommodation will take many years to provide.and

the effect on the Army meanwhile is bound to be very grave.̂
tr

9. As to expense, the maintenance of the Army in the
-\

Canal Zone including civilian labour costs about £50 millions

a year. Great pressure is being brought to bear by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer for a reduction in the Army

vote* Meanwhile costs are going up and aa you know, we

are faced with the prospects of meeting a very heavy

additional bill in Germany. To put the matter plainly

there is not at present and there i'a not likely to be in

future, sufficient money to enable the Army to continue to

meet its present overseas commitments and if a cut does

not come ir^ghe Canal Zone it must come somewhere else./

10. Thrn there is the question of available manpower, ̂
•nf . .

The National Service Intake is falling, regular recruitment

is dropping at present and is not in any case likely to

/increase
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Increase substantially. The claims of the other fighting
services, particularly the R.A.P. are growing. The War

Office recognise that during the next two years a heavy
reduction In the manpower availoble to them la inevitable.
Inescapably a very big cut in the Array* a ovorooaa canraitmants

must be made and moot be made very quickly. tJnlOBft it'la

made in Egypt we shall either hova to soorlfloo our poaitlon

In the For Bast, that la to soy in Korea, Hong Rone and

Malaya» or we shall have to go book on our undertakings to

U.A.T.O. by withdrawing troops from Germany*

11. It is for theae reaaons that tlie Chief a of Staff arp

strongly supporting the view that we must aoek to reach,

an agreement with Egypt which will enable us to take the

bulk of our troops away. They do not a ay, end I do not ,.

say, that ire must reach agreement at any price and It is

the extent of this price which I will now discuss*

12. It is fortunate that on tills occasion TO aro in

some respects negotiating from strength* Wo ore in Egypt

and we are perfectly able to stay there if ire choose to ftp

BO, though I have already pointed out that such o choice

would be a very costly one for us. It does not however

follow that we can force the Egyptians to eocopt our torna*

we can bring great pressure to boar on then In many ways

but there is a point beyond which neither the present
Government of Sgypt nor any thnt la likely to succeed it

can go without being hounded out* ^notions have been

stirred for a long period and there ifl a great deal of
fanaticism in the country* In the last resort tbs Egyptians

will certainly commit national euiclde as the Persians hove

done*
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13 • If we went to reach agreement with tharn r« moot

roalloo that the agreement must roopoct Egyptian sovereignty

both in faot and in appearonce. Indeed of th9 two appearsnOt

la tho rnoi'o important* It eaaent lolly follow* from this

that the agreement muot provide fop the evacuation of the

Canal Zone by our fighting troops. How that 10 a very oerloua

matter bccauoe if we take our fighting troopa away we IOCM

the ability to enforce the fulfillment of tho agreornont.

However, whether you like whet I am saying or not, I an

bound to tell you that unleaa re take then away no agreement
\la possible* We have in fact recognised thle for florae time N

and during the reoont dlocuaelona we indicated that we would •

be willing to withdraw our troopa oa part of a aatiefactory
general agreement*

11*. What then do we mean by a oatlofactory agreeaentf

In brief It la one which ensures that our Bam in the Canal

Zone la preserved In working order In peace and la at our

diapooal if war should come* I will however add acmething

to thla, namely that it muot be an agreement which,

although it involves a withdrawal of our troopa, does not

aerloualy damage our preatlge in tlio ULddle Ha at and the
world in genoral*

15. During the recent diaouaalona'ln Cairo the Htgyptiana

aald that they wore quite ready to agree that our Baee in

the Canal Zone should be maintained efficiently, but that

they wonld do it for ua. It la our contention and one of

which I personally an firmly convinced that thla 10 not •

practical proposition. Our Booe la not like a furniture
»
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repository Into which a man puts his furniture and leaves

it untouched until he riant a it* The BOM ia a living
organisation. Work ia going on inside it all tha tine*

stocks havo to bo turned oven types of equipment Changs

and have to be replaced I the organiction of units changes
end their raobiliaatlon paoka have to bo ad jus ted accordingly*

X could go on for a long time like thle. The simple fact

ia that in the day-to-day operation of the Base a great deal

of work ia going on which can only be performed by man Who

under at and Britieh equipment, Who erg trained in British

techniquea of storage and maintenance and above all,

who are reaponoible to British authority* The Egyptian*

cannot do these thlnca, not from lack of skill or integrity/

but simply because they are not British. It is from this

that there arises the question of so-called tsohnioisns*

Put simply, we are demanding that the main installations

in the Base should continue to be commanded by British

Officers with a email Britiah otaff to assist them and

that these Britiah officers should receive their

instructions from British Service Departments* That is not

the only difficult point, although it is the cms that
caused the moat difficulty in May. Thore is tus important

question of our right to re-occupy tho Canal Zone* which is

what ve should hove to do in order to make full use of ths
*

base in \'<nr« There ia also the question of the duration of

the Agreement* The Egyptians would liko a very short agreemat.

16, (Finally, It ha a been pert of our position, and

in this ws have been supported by the Americans*

that the Sgyptlons should subscribe to a

/regional



regional defence organisation top the Middle East* K0yp$

has said categorically that she IB not willing to do this

until the foreign troops of occupation, namely our OTTO,

have left her soil.

^ 1?« As you know, the discussions In Cairo were broken off

by the Egyptians, They staged the break rather artificially

to coincide with the visit of Mr* Foster Dulles* They did

not intend the break to bo permanent end they ere anxious

for a resumption of negotiations, but they cannot bring
•

themselves to the point of asking us to cone to the table

again. We have taken the line that they broke the talks off

end if they wish them to be resumed they had better say ao«

Tills attitude has paid a dividend* Recent indications fren

Cairo are that the Hgyptlann are perhaps willing now to be

less intransigent* It may be that the time to atari talking

again has come* /

18. However, before we do this there is something else which

badly needs to be done* There is no hope of getting a
,'

better agreement out of the Egyptians so long as they feel

that the Americans are ready to,mediate with us in their

favour* Unfortunately that is exactly the impression which

they have had throughout and they do not appear to have been

disillusioned by the visit of Mr* Foster Dulles* In faot

responsible opinion in the United States today recognisea

that British participation In the defence of the Middle East

is essential and that the preservation of the British base

in Sgypt is necessary for this purpose* However, we do

feel that American support for our position haa not been aa

forthright aa It ought to be, with the result that the
*

illusion in the Egyptian minds persists. This is why we

ere going to diaouss this problem with the Americans in

Washington* Wo hope to make it clear to then that wa want

/an



an agreement with Egypt and are prepared to pay a price for it

which will be quite unpopular in this country and which is a

very grievous one for us to have to pay. On tho other hand,

we are not prepared to pay just any price that Egypt may demand

and In particular, we are not prepared to leave that enormous

quantity of valuable military stores in Egypt under conditions

which could only lead to their rapid deterioration and
x

disappearance.

19. To sum up, there are three courses open to us in EgyptT

The first is to tell the Egyptians to go to blazosi that means

that you gentlemen, will have to confront the people of thia

country with a bill for money and men which to say the least

of It, will cause them a very big shock, even indeed if It can •-

be met. The second possible course is to clear out lock,
t

stock and barrel. Some quite serious minded gentlemen favour

this course. I do not, partly because I believe that tho

strategic importance of the Middle Bast Is something of great

permanent value which wo should not throw away, and partly

because I believe that the effect on our prestige as a groat

nation would be disastrous. / The third course la to reach an

agreement with Egypt and I believe that if we pick our way very

carefully we may be able to get an agreement which can be

accepted only In view of the serious consequences of having no

agreement. Even so, of course, there is the possibility that

the Egyptians will not stick to this agreement any more than

they have honoured others. 1 have no complete answer to thati

the best that we can do is to persuade the Americans to under-

write the agreement, and to keep ourselves as strong a force

as we can afford in the Kiddle Bast hear to Egypt in the hope

that this evidence of our strength will induce them to bo
• • , \

loyal to their undertakings. • »
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20* There Is no good answer to this problem, gentlemen.

If we get an answer in the form of an agreement It will

not be popular either Iri this country or In Egypt, and

the politicians jLti'both countries will have a major job

to persuade/ttieir people that the answer obtained IB the

best that could be got. ;



j
right unless they were prepared themselves to invoice the Treaty-

they have repudiated. Moreover, the arbitrator would have to

he agreed between us and the Egyptians,

5« The obvious question which presents itself is: why do we

not just stand pat on our treaty rights at least until 1956? '

It is of course part of our policy to maintain friendly relations

with other countries, and it is tiresome to be involved in a

wrangle with Sgypt. However, the Egyptians are very difficult

people, and their past behaviour does not constitute a claim

on our good nature. On the contrary, it affords full

justification for our telling them "to co to blazes". Our

economic interests in Egypt are still important, but they are

less than they were and we might perhaps recover them later.

We have nothing to feer from the Egyptians from a strictly !

military point of view. To preserve freedom of navigation in

the Suez Canal is not an exclusively British interest or

responsibility,

6. There are unfortunately several reasons why the "go to
v

blazes" policy is not nearly so attractive on examination as

it might seem at first sight. I will mention the two most

important of these reasons, though there are others.

7. The first reason is that the Base is useless to us without

labour and in practice this labour must be Egyptian and a high

proportion of it must be skilled. Prior to 1951 we employed

about 50,000 civilians in the Base, most of them Egyptians.

Today, due to ISgyptian ill feeling and lack of co-operation

the most that we can obtain is 20,000 and the proportion of

skilled personnel within this number is very low. The result is

that the Ease is not running properly even today. The workshops
*

in particular are only running at a fraction of their full

capacity. If the Egyptian Government were to call out our labour

as they did in 1951 tlie Base would come virtxially to a standstill

as it did on that occasion. All efforts to find an alternative

/source•



source of skilled labour have failed. We have brought In

10,000 Bast African pioneers and 1700 British technical troops who

can ill be spared from elsewhere s but tlieae reinforcements fail to

fill the gap today and ore obviously quite inadequate if our

Egyptian labour should leave us again. In short, the usefulness

to us of our Base is dependent upon a measure of Egyptian co~

oper&tion which cannot be obtained if v;e tell them to "go to

blazes".

8. The second difficulty concerns the fact that the fighting

services are maintaining our position in the Canal Zone in the

face of Egyptian hostility. Let me emphasise again thet vio are

not afraid of military defeat but thct is not the point. Prior

to 1951 we maintained in Egypt only about 20,000 troops, of which

only 6,000 were fighting troops, the remainder administrative

troops chiefly engaged in running the Bane. -'This is the figure
i

for the Army. I will not deal with the Air Force though it is

similarly affected. The Navy is not affected in the saiae way.

\ve now have over 50,000 United Kingdom troops and nearly 18,000

Colonial troops. Of these about 28,000 can be classed as fighting

troops, so that the combatant force in the Canal Zone is nearly

five times what it was at the beginning of 1951. ,The total

garrison including Royal Air Force is about 80,000. We had hoped

that this concentration would only be temporary but it has already

lasted more than 18 months. Until we reaoh some modus Vivendi

with the Egyptians v/e cannot afford to prejudice our position by

reducing our strength. If you wonder why it takes so many

troops to defend our position against these Egyptians the short

answer is that it always takes avlot of troopt* to guard an area

containing many highly important installations against sabotage,

and robbery. !« is even conceivable that a situation might arise
*

in which the; present number of troops would be inadequate. If we

v-e re compelled to re-occupy Cairo and Alexandria because British

citizens were being murdered or for any other reason, we should be

/able ,



abli to" carry out the military operation necessary for that

purpose with our present forces but we should not be able to

hold and control the administration of those large cities and the

communications between them and the Canal Zone without heavy

reinforcements and no reinforcements are available unless very

drastic measures are taken in this countryt The major port of

our dtrategic reserve consisting of one Infantry division and one

Psraohute brigade group is already committed in Egypt. This in

itself constitutes a highly unsound position.

9. This protracted retention in Egypt of such a large

proportion of the Army is having a very bad effect on its

efficiency. It aggravates the situation in which regular

officers and men spend the greater part of their service abroad,

which is prejudicial to recruitment. Moreover, conditions in the

Canal Zone are eminently unsatisfactory. Since it has been

assumed ever since the war that our Etay in Egypt is temporary,

no permanent construction has been carried out, so that there is

no proper accommodation for our troops. 90/» of them ere living

in tents, and vhat is worse there is a very grave lack of married

quarters. Separated families cause more hardship and discon-

tent than almost anything else, as you gentlemen must know only

too well from your own mail begs. At this present time regular

warrant officers and sergeants are leaving the Army faster than

replacements can be found and trained and these men are the

backbone of the Army, 'statistics show that we ere losing them

from units which are stationed in the Canal Zone twice as rapidly

as from units stationed elsewhere. It is very evident that if

we ere going to tell the Egyptians to go to blazos we must

reckon on keeping the present number of troops in the Canal Zone

indefinitely and this means that we must build proper accommoda-

tion for them and their families a* a cost of several hundred

million pounds. Even so, this accommodation will tales many yearq

to provide and the effect on the Army meanwhile is bound to be

very grave.



10. As the -Prime Minister aaid on May 11 of this year: "We do
rQ- • •
^y not wish to keep indefinitely 80,000 men at a coat of, it might

be, over £50 million a year discharging the duty which hos

largely fallen upon ua and ua alone of safeguarding the interests

of the free nations in the Middle East, and also of preserving the

i^ international waterway of the Suez Canal. If agreeable arrange-

~j ' ments can be made to enable this latter service and also the solid
f\

maintenance of the strategic base to be discharged by agreement

with Egypt, it would mean a great saving over our man and money.w

™ The position ia not changed. If the Egyptians accept the very

reasonable terms we have offered in good faith, then as the Prime

Minister said, "they would render possible th.3 reduction of the •

British forces in the Canal Zone to a small fraction of that number.

There would be left technical personnel discharging their

function with the goodwill of the Egyptian monarchy, republic,

oligarchy, dictatorship or whatever it may turn out to be."

Unless we get an agreement with Egypt we muat mc.intain our military

strength in the Canal Zone up to and beyond December 1956 at the

r*oc«nt lovol if we ere to go on defending our position there. ,

I leave you to consider whether we can afford to pay for this.

11. Then there is the question of available manpower. The

National Service intake is falling, regular recruitment ia dropping

at present and is not in any case likely to increase substantially.

The claims of the other fighting services, particularly the R.A.F.

are growing. The War Office recognize that during the next two

years a heavy reduction in the manpower available to them is

inevitable. Inescapably a very big cut in the Army's1 overseas

commitments must be mode end must be me.de very quickly. Unless it

is made in Egypt we shall either hove to sacrifice our position in

the Par Bast, that is to say in Korea, Hong Kong end Malaya, or we

shall have to go back on our undertakings to N.A.T.O. by :.

withdrawing troops from Germany. :

12. It is for these recsons that the Chiefs of Staff are strongly

supporting the view thpt we muat seek to reach an agreement with

/Egypt



Egypt which will enable us to take the bulk of our troops away. ^J

They do not say, and I do not say, that we must reach agreement

at any price and it is the extent of this price which I will

now discuss.

13. It is fortunate that on this occasion we are in some respects

negotiating from strength. We arc- in Egypt ond we are perfectly

able to stay there if we choose to do so, though I have already

pointed out that such a choice would be a very costly one for us.

It does not hoever follow thot we can force the Egyptians to

accept our terms. We cc.n bring great pressure to bear on them

in many v/ays but there is a point beyond which neither the

present Government of Egypt nor any that is likely to succeed it

can go without being hounded out. Emotions have been stirred for v

a long period and there is a great .deal of fanaticism in the

country. In the last resort the Egyptians will certainly commit

national suicide as the Persians have done,

111, If we want to reach agreement with them we must realise that

the agreement must respect Egyptian sovereignty both in fact ond

in appearance. Indeed of the two appearance is the more ,

important. It essentially follows from this that the agreement

must provide for the evacuation of the Canal Zone by our fighting

troops. Now that is a very serious matter because if we take our

fighting troops away wo lose the ability to enforce the fulfilment

of the agreement. However, whether you like whet I am saying or

not, I am bound to tell you that unless v;e take them away no cgree-

ment is possible. V/e heve in fact recognised this for some time

and during the recent discussions v;e indicated thr.t we would be

willing to withdraw our troops as port of a satisfactory general

agreement.

15, What then do we mean by a satisfactory agreement? In brief

it is one which ensures that our Base in the Canal Zone is

preserved in working order in peace and it is at our disposal if

war should come. I will however add something to this, ncmely

/that



thut It'must be an oereement ̂ IQ̂ ^ alt hough It involves a with-

drawal of our troopa, does not seriously damage our prestige in

the Middle East and the world in general•

•:6. During the recent discussions in Cairo the Egyptians said

that they were quite ready to agree that our Base in the Canal

Zone should be maintained efficiently, but that they would do it

for us. It is our contention and one of which I personally am

firmly convinced that this is not a practical proposition. • Our

Base is not like a furniture repository into which a. mon puts

his furniture and leaves it untouched until he wants.it.

The Base is o living organication. Work is going on inside

it all the time* Stocks have to be turned over: types of

equipment change and have to be replaced? the organisation

of units changes and their mobilisation packs nave to be adjusted

accordingly. I could go on for a long time like this. The

simple fact is that in the doy-uo-day operation of th-3 Base a

great deal of work is going on which can only be performed by men

who understand British equipment, who ore trained in British

techniques of storage and maintenance and abcva all, who are

responsible to British authority. The Egyptians cannot do

these things, not from lack of skill or integrity,

but simply because they are not British. It is frorn this

thet there arises the question of so-called technicians.

Put simply, we are demanding that the nain installations

in the Base should continue to be comraanded by British

Officers with a small British staff to assist-them end

that these British officers should receive their instructions

from British Service Departments. That is not the only

difficult point, although it is the one that caused the most

difficulty in May, There ia the important question of our
*right to re-occupy the Canal Zone, which is what we should have

to do in order to make full use of the base in War, There ia

also the question of the duration of the Agreement.

Egyptians would like a very short agreement.

/17.



17. it has been part of our position, and in this we have "been

supported by the Americans, that the Egyptians should subscribe

to a regional defence organisation for the Middle East. Egypt

has said categorically that she is not willing to do this until the

foreign troops of occupation, namely our own, have left her soil*

18. There has been some talk of disagreement between the Americans

and ourselves over Egypt. In point of fact the Americans are

acting as loyal allies and President Eisenhower and Mr. Dulles

reaffirmed this at Bermuda. The Egyptians have been told in no

uncertain terras by the United States Government that they should

accept the terms which we were prepared to offer on October 21st,

which made provision for automatic reactivation of the Canal Zone

base in the event of a specific recommendation by the United Nations

to that effect. That would be in addition to automatic reactivation

in the event of an attack on Egypt or on ona of the other Arab

States and immediate consultation between Egypt and ourselves in the

event of a threat of attack.

19. You may not feel that American support for our position has

been as forthright as it might have been, but I can assure you that

behind the scenes the Americans are doing their best. You should,

however, keep in mind that one of the implications of the policy of

defending our position by force after December 1956 would probably

be a serious divergence between the United States and ourselves.

20. To sum up, there are three courses open to us in Egypt* The

first is to tell the Egyptians to go to blazes: that means that you

gentlemen, will have to confront the people of this country with a

bill for money and men which to say the least of it, will cause them

a very big shock, even indeed if it can be, met. The second possible

course is to clear out lock, stock and barrel. Some quite serious

minded gentlemen favour this course. I do not, partly because I
•»

believe that the strategic importance of the Middle East is something

of great permanent value which we should not throw away, and partly

because I believe that the effect on our prestige as a great nation

would be disastrous* Moreover, if we clear out without an agreement

with the Egyptians it will affect our treaty relationship with other
/ Middle



Middle Eastern states and have a catastrophic effect upon our

position through the area. The third course is to reach an agreement

with Egypt and I "believe that if we pick our way very carefully

we may oe able to get an agreement which can "be accepted only in view

of the serious consequences of having no agreement. Even so, of

course, there is the possibility that the Egyptians will not stick

to this agreement any more than they have honoured others, I have

no complete answer to that: the best that we can do ia to persuade

the Americans to underwrite the agreement, and to keep ourselves

as strong a force as we can afford in the Middle East near to

Egypt in the hope that this evidence of our strength will induce

them to be loyal to their undertakings. • ,v
v

21. In all this you may think that I have not dealt adequately

with the question of navigation through the Suez Canal* My answer

to that is that it is a separate problem and one susceptible to

handling on a multilateral basis rather than.by direct Anglo-Egyptian

negotiations. We have never condoned .the Egyptian disregard of the

Security Council resolution of September 1, 1951 regarding passage of

ships to Israel. But even with our powerful forces in the

neighbourhood of Egypt we could not prevent this Egyptian action.

If, after withdrawal of troops, the Egyptians chose to act in bad

faith in regard to navigation through the Canal, it would be a

matter for all the maritime powers concerned to take up in

accordance with our legal rights under the 1888 Convention of

Constantinople which says that the Canal "shall always be free and

open, in time of war as in time of peace, to every vessel of commerce

or of war, without distinction of flag". Our rights have been

reinforced by nearly 50 years of regular usage. I am hopeful that

there will be a passage in any new Agreement concluded with the

Egyptians which reaffirms the 1888 Convention.
*

22. AB to the possible dangers to Israel of a new agreement with

Egypt involving the withdrawal of troops, we stand by the Tripartite

Declaration of 1950, which commits the Governments of France, the

United States and the United Kingdom to do their utmost to maintain

/the
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the frontiers of the Middle East and to avoid an arms race there.

23. In conclusion therefore, I would say that there never has been

and there never will be a good or an easy answer to the Egyptian

problem. If we succeed in getting an agreement with the Egyptians,

it will not be popular in this country, nor will it be popular in

Egypt. It is, however, my belief that it is in our intei'ests to

conclude such an agreement and that the only alternative policy, which

is one of maintaining our position by force, would land us in a

commitment which we cannot afford and do damage to our international

position at a time when our international position most needs

reinforcement.
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CONFIDENTIAL ' ^-|™*|S'H •'•, I COPY NO.^...

(P-U. ^'}
ANGLO-EGYPTIAN ITCGQT 3% TI ON S

The aim of this paper is to give you some of the facts and

considerations which have led Her Majesty's Government to pursue

a policy of settlement by negotiation with Egypt. There is a

good deal which cannot be said openly end therefore the paper is

given to you in confidence. If some of these remarks were to

reach the Egyptians, it would do our case very great horra.

2. As you know, the reason why we keep troops in Egypt is that

we attach great importance to the defence of the Middle iiJast.

That defence cannot be successfully conducted without our
\

participation, and we can only ploy our part in it if MQ have a \\
base there in peace ready for use in war. We have such a base

in the Canal Zone today, there is no pr&cticnble alternative

location for the base, even if we could afford to move it, which

we cannot.

3. Our right to keep troops in Egypt rests on the 1936 Treaty.

That Treety has not been observed strictly to the letter by either

side, but we can show pretty good reasons to justify such

departures as we have made from it ourselves. The Egyptians,

as you know, abrogated the Treaty in October, 1951* That

unilateral act does not of course affect the validity of the

Treaty in international law, but it undoubtedly has the effect

that other nations, including even the Americans, tend to regard

the Treaty as a dead letter* ' The rights which the Treaty gave

us last until 1956, but it is not the case that we have no rights
i

thereafter.

U« If we accept the view that we must maintain the 1936 Treaty

integrally, not only as to rights under it but also as regards

our obligations, there is a legal obligation upon us to accept

arbitration if>we fail to reach agreement with the Egyptians by

December 1956. I would qualify this by saying that it would ba

extremely difficult for the Egyptians to demand arbitration aa a

/right
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In the course of a long talk with Lord Salisbury;*
this morning, Lord Hankey said that he thought
H.M. Government ought to keep the Directors of the Suez,
Canal Company more closely informed of the course of „ !r
their negotiations with Egypt and any other matters !

affecting the future of the Suez Canal. ; • ^

He said that the French Directors were given j(^,-
much more infoKmation by their Government.̂ . \ ; ,;«;|';.p

Lord Salisbury said that he would look into this.
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CONFIDENTIAL SUEZ CANAL DIRECTORS

Lord Salisbury told Lord Han key on September 21* that

he would look: into Lord Han key's assertion that the

French Directors were given more information by the French

Government than the British Directors were by Her '

Majesty's Government.

2. We make a point of keeping Sir Francis Wylie* and

through him^ Sir Alexander Cadogan, who with the

Commercial Minister in Paris are the British Government

Directors, very fully informed. Sir Francis Wylie \

comes in almost every week before his visits to Paris

and he is also in close touch with the Treasury* V V •

3. The British Commercial Directors, nn the other hqnd» '

have not been as closely informed. Lord Leathers, on

one occasion supported by the Minister of State, has

seen them on various occasions over the past two years

and discussed in rather general terms Her Majesty's

Government's approach to the problem of the Suez Canal.

They have on the other hand been given no indication of

the course of our defence negotiations with Egypt.

The senior Commercial Directors, Sir Harrison Hughes and

Lord Han key, have lost some of their discretion with

the years and it would be a security risk to give them

much information.

U. We do not know exactly what the Qua! d'Orsay say to

the French Directors, but we suspect that they have

similar confidential relations with Monsieur Charles-Roux

as we have with Sir Francis Wylie and Sir Alexander

Cadogan. It is probablg, that the French Directors

as a whole are much less fully informed and that

Monsieur/
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Monsieur Charles-Hoax exercises his own discretion in

each case as to what he tells them. They can have no

precise information regarding the course of our defence

negotiations with Egypt.

September 50, 1953.
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The more we in the Department have |
thought about closer specification of the j
case where United Nations action becomes !
operative, whether by definition or - as you ;
suggested - by exclusion, the further we seem ;
to recede from a possible solution. j

2. Definition always seems to make an area
too alarming for the Egyptians to swallow.
Exclusion arrives correspondingly at an area
invidiously small. To exclude, say, the
Par East would not look sufficiently
reassuring to the public here (though it ;
might be sensible enough) and might be I
upsetting for Prance (Indo-China) and the i
Australasian countries. On the other hand
the place where we are sticking looks ever j
less promising to me as a breaking-point. j
I do not see how it could arouse much \
sympathy in the Americans, who I understand |
scarcely expect the base to be reactivated [
without some sort of dispute and are perhaps j
more likely than ourselves to assume the !

responsibility of knocking at the door or
forcing it (vide Bedell Smith's remarks
during the Washington conversations).

3. Our own feelings about the difficulty
of getting back again once we have gone
have been vigorously expressed by the P.M. :
as Lord Hankey recently reminded us.

U. For these reasons I am inclined to i
suggest looking somewhere else for a key, i
and I wonder whether the authority we have
already given the Delegation to consider
proposing a "MAJOR act of aggression"
(P.O. despatch No. 23U 8.8) does not contain
it. The important difference between a
"major act" and an "act" is, of course, the
latitude allowed by the former for argument
about its meaning.

5. My suggestion is that the Egyptians
might therefore be allowed (very indirectly
of course) to understand that if they
accepted "major" they would be putting them-
selves into a position where they could
treat the United Nations "case" as essentially
one for the "consultation" we have conceded
with regard to Turkey. It is because the
case of reactivation by attack on Turkey
at present looks such a likely one, that I
do not believe anything which Ministers
would think important would be given away
by helping to put the implications of the
"major act" notion into the minds of the
Egyptians.

6. It might be objected that the concession
regarding Turkey was only tolerable because
we regarded an attack on Turkey as already
covered by the wider "United Nations action"
provision. But if that were so, the
concession would have been no concession at
all - in fact only a piece of verbiage. But
this was presumably not what was in
Ministers' minds. f~ 7.
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SECRET

FROM BFIRUT TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP. FOREIGN OFFICE SECRET MD WHITEHALL
SECRET DISTRIBimcai

Sir E. Chapman Andrews.
KO.J..88.

October 26, 1953.

D; 9.23 a.m. October 27. 1953.

R, 9A9 a.m. October 27, 1953.

SECRET.

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. ̂88 of
Ootobpr 26. 1953.
Repeated for information to Cairo

Bahrain
Bagdtd
Damascus
Tel Aviv

Jedfla Benghazi
Washington
B.1UE.Q.

. ' > 'Cairo telegram HO.U.6JV

As seen from here, the most useful point for
publicity in this region lies in paragraph 2(d), v

"facilitating closer association between all Artb countries
and the West", especially if there is to be little
publicity about the details of the agreement, (paragraph 1
of Cairo telegram lIo.U.63),Ĵ /']

"" i f *

'7'':' 2. YIMle. the Arabs will ask "where do we go from here?M
f

the short answer is to emphasize Britain's strength in
the Middle East, which underpins the defence of the Arab
world. But if we leave it at that v/e lay ourselves open
to the charge that we regard the Arabs only as pawns in the
EastAfest conflict. For that reason I hope we can at the
some time give expression in ony public statements to rsone
positive policies on the lines of paragraph 10 of my

/ Despatch ITo, 161.

3. I hsve consulted Glass, who agrees.
J Foreign Office pass Bahrain, Benghazi, Cairo,

\7asldngton, B.U.E.O. as my telegrams Nos. 25, 10, 13X,
17, 120 respectively.

[Repeated to Bahrain^ Benghazi, Washington, Cairo
end B.M.E.O.].
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I <•" UVv ICif /Secretary of State

Egypt Negotiations

Mr. Roger Allen informs me that a short telegram

was sent to Cairo this afternoon (copy not yet available)

suggesting that if they hold their meeting on Wednesday

and no point emerges which requires re-submission to

MinisterSjthey might then hold" their formal meeting on

Saturday.

On reflection, Mr. Allen and the Department think

their decision was over-hasty. They see dangersof leakage,

etc., if the formal meeting and announcement are delayed '
V-.

until Saturday. They propose, therefore, unless you see

objection, to send a further telegram tomorrow proposing

that the formal meeting be held on Thursday, October 22.

Arrangements would then have to be made for a

simultaneous release in Cairo and here, perhaps in the form

of a Statement in the House. * '.

October 20, 1953.
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TOP SECRET

EGYPT; DEFBIIGE NEGOTIATIONS

The delegation in Cairo have asked how quietly we

can give them final clearance after their agreement in

principle has been reached with the Egyptians. Supposing

that the agreement is reached on Wednesday and no

fresh points are raised requiring submission to Ministers,

it should be possible for us to authorise the delegation

to go ahead at a formal meeting to be held on Saturday.

2. There is some advantage in holding the formal meeting

fairly soon after the agreement in principles has been

reached since this will allow a minimum of time for the

Egyptians to waver or to think out new changes. Press : .

speculation will be pretty wild during the intervening

period and it is as well that the facts should be made

known in time for the Sunday press here.

3. A draft telegram is submitted.

October 20. 1953.

Vfit



TOP SSCRET
EGYPT; DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS J £ qc, ,-

Cairo..telegram No. 1U68.

\
In our telegram No. 1755 we told the Delegation that

announcement should be made in Cairo indicating that final ,

agreement had been reached until Ministers had received a

report of the results of the meeting now scheduled for ii

October 20. The Egyptians are glad to fall in with this since >i

they wish to have an opportunity, as we do, to explain

privately to their supporters the stage reached.

2. The Delegation propose in this telegram the text of an

announcement that sufficient progress has been made to justify

a formal meeting and fixing a date for it. But in this text

they fl£d a hope that the meeting will establish that sufficient

agreement exists on principles to justify the examination of

more detailed questions and the drafting of a full agreement.

3. The Department recommend that while agreeing with the

first part of the Delegation's text, we should ask them not to

put forward the last sentence, which goes a step too far at

this junctl̂ e. It would seem preferable that any statement

that the two sides were now ready for a more detailed

examination and the drafting of a text should find a place in
£«-.̂ .«MM~i~i0{/-tf

the agreed mi nut ê ref erred to in Mr. Hankey's telegram No. 114-59

and No.1U60, regarding which a separate submission is being |

made. ' ' ,t «; tt.f'l.sfa

k» A draft telegram is submitted.
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Registry '•«

CAIRO.

No ./.

(Date) ..fact'

And to :—

Repeat to :

BMEO

Distribution :—

Foreign Office
secret

Whitehall
secret

opies

Egypt Negotiation
Dis-bribution.

I"Security classification^ IQE...SEGRET.
I —if any \L J y J

{Codeword—if any]

A ddressed to : CAIRO

telegram No C?M.!Q (date) io
.'• \;

' , - >

repeated for information to KASHIlJBIDll,_..BMEQ...Eaflr**, 'j

ANKARA...ANDL...8AV.ing....to...PARIS» - L. \

Your telegram No. lU68'[of October 1?:

Defence Negotiations].

**I agree, provided you leave out last sentence i
—I*-- -f>:

of suggested text.

stage tp

Any announcemenTl6^=*lSw' would more appropriately "!'•

become part of the agreed mimrte referred to in
r,

your telegram No. 114-59* ;

\

" . • ,4 - : • • r.Ti • , . -,i-- -fl
, OM
! hfio.



Cypher/OTP.

TOP SECRET

FROM OMRQ TO FOREIGN OFFICE

FOREIGN OFFICE SECRET AMD WHITEHALL
•SECRET DISTRIBUTION

D. 10.59 a.m. October 19t19S

•R. 11.08 a.m. October 19/1953
Mr. Honkey
No. 1V78
October 19, 1953

TOP SECKKP I

Following frori Delegation. , :"•- /

Further to Cairo telenrma No. 1X68 paragraph 1.

for you.
/PTOOr. COPIES.

Sir Ti, Strang
Private Secretary
Mr, R. Allen
Head of African Department
Head of Nev/s Department

PPPP
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TOP 8BGR33T

FRCH FOREIGN OFFICE TO CAIRO

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE SECRET AND
f WHITEHALL SECRET DISTRIBUTICH

Ho. 1801
October 20, 1953 D. 2.05 p.«. October 20, 1953

SECllET

AdOressed to Cairo telegran No* 1801 of October 20.
Repeated for information to: B.ll.E.O.

Paris
Y/ashington
Ankara

Your telegram Ho. U78 [of October 19: Egypt defence
negotiations].

Following for delegation.

Provided that no fresh points are raised on Wednesday
requiring submission to Ministers here, I think that you could
arrange ;;our foroal neetinji to take place on Saturday.

0-0-0-



Draft. ,

Tdea/am to:

\ , » i

[Sect/rity classification~\ J.QP......8SC.RK.T,

[Codeword—if any]

Iddressed to Q.4IRO.

'elegram No 1.O...I..W. ,(date)~ !± , • .; f
' , .,, i ; • f
..5, : i : ; .', ;'.';i,l

" "•-••-•• .—...-̂  -• ,; j . _ ,
A •'. •• * • - . . ? • • " • • i\ • • • : ' ' ; " ; • ; . '

repeated for information to....WftShingt.OIl»...Aa]fear.a., \ 3 ,! ^ ^

My telegram No. 1804 . [of October ,20; f.;
• . ; 'i

Defence Negotiations]. ^

Following f-ep DglPignt.loi

We have had second thoughts regarding the

date of your formal meeting and the timing ,of,
'* : '- - :: ')'' •.

the agreed communique. ' ,h

If you f-i«4 agreement 'with Egyptians ̂  • _
\y i

•follows olODoly yoTJir inotruotiono, you jfeould • i
i

try to obtain an agreed text for a 'boiiinuniqu*
a f

with the Egyptians at theA meeting y-
A formal meeting could then "be arranged for

;;1

Thursday and the .communique" .released at ; ; . \

17.30 hours Egyptian, time (15."30 G.M.T, ). ;; ; ,, 1

Ministerial statement .would be made, in the House ,

of Commons simultaneously*

If on the other hand you fittd'that there.

several outstanding points requiring

reference to London, it would be -preferable to

arrange the-formal meeting on â day when

Parliament is sitting. Friday.would-presumably

be Impossible -because of, the-Egyptian holiday.

It would therefore have to' be Monday,' when

, ' /arrangements
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communique" and for statement in House of -
wCommons dfeould "be made for 15.30 hours
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SECRET

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP

Mr. Hankey
ho. U86
October 21, 1553

IMDIATE

D. 10.U- a.m. October
R. 10.33 a.m. October

SEGRI7T

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No.
October 21.

•/.Repeated for information ta B.M.E.O. flash ngton Ankara
\ find Saving to Paris.

21, 1953
21, 1953

1186 tf

Boothby's telegram No.

Following froa Delegation.

You (appreciate no doubt thp.t agreed communique* nay Ittk
(repeat l»?>k) very different from the draft in ny telegram '

. U60. ,. V

x Foreign'Off ice please pass TTashington, Ankara and Saving
to Paris as ny telegrams TJ»s. 357, 92 and i62 respectively.

[Repeated to Washington, Ankara and Saving to Paris]

ADVAHGE COPY
Head of African Department.

F F F F
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TIM Chrncory,
British

Cairo.
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Top Secret.

Secret.

Confidential.

Restricted.

Open.

Draft.

So far as we know Mr. Caffery has told the

Egyptians that he thinks our availability formula

reasonable.
»

Recommendations

5. It is recommended that the Secretary of

State should ask Mr. Dulles for a final effort to

assist us to reach agreement in principle "by

telling the Egyptians once again of his support

of our formula, o£i ̂  *n*ne, 'Uj , 6^ (he,
• us»neA} we, \notwi. l>*en <*W. ft? k^i z*neJhvt£
"tf. It is further recommended that he should "be

asked to see that the Egyptians realise that they

will get no sympathy from him if they "break off

negotiations again after the meeting on October 17.

7. For the rest, it may "be as well to remind

Mr. Dulles that we shall not regard agreement in

principle alone as sufficient reason for a release

of military equipment to Egypt. vThough we might

at that stage begin examining afresh what we

could each offer by way of military or economic

aid and the extent to which the aid we each gave

would be coordinated.
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Note on the Suex Canal for bilateral talk
•

with Monsieur Bidault

1. . M. Bidault is likely to show more interest

in the issue of navigation of the Suez Canal than

in the defence talks. His Government will know,

through the French Embassy here, the formula for

the preairible now agreed with the Egyptians and

that we will try to put a clause into the

substantive part of the Agreement. It is

important that we should carry the French with

us on this. It is also important to show that

we have "by no means forgotten our joint

initiative in Washington in July to ohtain

United States consent to a secret conference of

the main maritime countries designed to secure

a common approach to the prohlem of securing

freedom of passage.

2. M. Bidault might he asked if he would "be

ready, at a fairly early date, to make a fresh

joint approach to the United States Government

on this issue. The French Government have

indicated in the past that they would do so as

soon as we felt ready.

3. He might further "be asked if he would agree

to our saying to the United States Government

that we would not want to hold up our approaches
«

to the other maritime governments (the

Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Italy) any

longer, even if the United States Government

were unwilling to go with,us. The publication

of the references to the preamble in the British
/press

51 -4800
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press have excited general interest among the

shipping world and we are finding it hard to

stave off inquiries from the maritime govern-

ments, especially the Dutch and the Italians.



BRUSSELS TREATY PERMANENT COMMISSION

QUESTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL INTEREST ,*¥'

EGYPT NEGOTIATIONS '

4, ,.„ *.-•- -- • *• •

Our delegation in Cairo are aiming to secure' an agreement

with Egypt on the following lines:-

(a) All British combatant troopa to withdraw from Egypt.

(b) A few thousand British technicians to remain to run

vital installations in the Base. Their numbers

would be progressively reduced as Egyptians were ;

trained to take their place.

(c) The United Kingdom to be in a position to reactivate

the Base in the event of a major East-West war.

(d) The agreement to last for seven years. Thereafter

the parties to consult concerning future of the Base.

2. In addition, we are trying to secure Egyptian agreement to

a statement, which would probably be included in the Preamble to-

the agreement, reaffirming the fight of free transit for shipping

through the Suez Canal.

3. The effect of this agreement, if we secure it, will be to

enable United Kingdom to keep the Egypt Base in a state of

readiness for war without the need, as at present, to immobilise

vast numbers of troops and resources in Egypt.

U. So far the negotiations are still in the informal stage

(formal negotiations were started in the Spring of this year, but

broken off by the Egyptians in May) and have been concerned purely

with points of principle. If and when the principles are agreed

formal negotiations will be resumed, and the delegations will <jet

down to points of detail. ••_

5. We have reason to believe that the Egyptians want an

agreement, and that it would be politically possible for them to

accept the terms we have proposed. Nevertheless, they are putting

up a hard fight over each point. We are finding particular

difficulty over the conditions under which we could reactivate the

/Base;
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Base; the Egyptians have recently gone back on what we had

hoped was agreement in principle to reactivate the base in

the event of United Nations action to meet aggression. As

regards the main questions at issue, we have now gone to the

limit of our concessions, and it should become apparent within

the next few days whether or not an agreement will be possible.

6. Failing agreement, we shall stand firm. Our forces in

Egypt are fully capable of dealing with Egyptian attacks,

whether by regular or irregular forces.

7. Meanwhile we are not of course sending any military

equipment to Egypt, and we naturally hope that the other

Brussels powers will likewise continue their own restrictions.

It will be necessary to keep these restrictions in being until

an agreement is signed. If we lift them when informal

agreement has been reached on principle, then we shall have

played one of our trump cards without securing any firm
, \

commitment in return, and the Egyptians may well feel able

to go back on their undertakings. We earnestly hope that our

allies will also keep their restrictions in being until an

agreement is actually signed.
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c o i3 y

/i8" Barren .^rive,
Tol\/orth,

;,urrey.

9th i,ctcber,1953.

John Bo*ri-0arr>3nter, ^yq,., L.P.
House of Commons,
London, ;:. :.v<Vl,

Denr l.lr. 13 oyd—Jar renter,

I an: i.iore tiinn ''icuayed tc read of th2
nro^ccei-i evacuation oi' Bi'itioh personnel from
\vithin ths ouez Gan.'^l

wriite a^c.rt 'rrorn the oeutliaontul attachments
shared by no mrny , './ho Hlo ; youroeir ccrved in the
Middle .'.!,'; ct, it is .obvious that the precorice of
the 3i":.tieh in this lar^e area holclfj tho bulrnce
betveen pcacu and v/ar.

I r'o ao'.r you to 'to you:/ utmost to ensure
our Voreign Policy iu such thai: v/o nhf.ll not be
intimidated -by anyone, v.liether it be Uarshalls
Kegib, 'j.'ito or the United States.

j'he Toi'y ('ovcriuvient1 G record hao been an
c'.; tot an ;inp;ly good one since 1951> 'out 1 fear
if Vife 'lo anv more 'bo\.dn^ dovni1 we shall not be
Her La.jesty s ciovertinient .for very p.uch lonner.

Yours sincerely,

(Jgd. ) 0. II. DliE^TT .
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Open.

letter.

J.H. Boyd - -
arpenter, Esq. ,

II. P.
House of Commons

Prom:
Mr. Nutting.

Mr. Killfck,
I/first

. «»• .• --*• * "t
-.-'UKi' w \

c Vj *
OUTFILE

Thank you for your letter of October 12

enclosing a »opy of Q letter from your constituent,

Mr. C.H. Drewett, *^-^ ' * '̂ ĈSLuc-.

2. I think the points to be made here are that it,

is no part of our intention to withdraw all our

troops from the Middle East, or to keep fewer men •

in the Canal Zone than are necessary for the

maintenance of our installations or equipment

there. By a settlement of outstanding grievances •:

we hope to achieve Egyptian co-operation in the

defence of the Middle East besides getting back

the disposal of up to 70,000 troops now employed

solely in order to guard against a possible

Egyptian attack, for use where they are more

urgently needed. There is no question of our
' \

being intimidated by General Neguib, but we have
t

to allow for the give and take normal in a .

settlement between sovereign states when negotiating

with them. •

3. I hope these general points will enable you ;

to persuade your constituent that we are not '
i

running away from our responsibilities. ;

V) ^ "//•

10
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CONFIDENTIAL

Flag A

Flag B

Flag C

V
Mr. Lennox Boyd wrote to Lord Salisbury on

October 2 before it was clear that the Egyptians had

been told of our wish to include a reference to freedom

of navigation in the body of the Agreement as well as

in the Preamble. This point was cleared up by the

Department in subsequent discussions with the Ministry

of Transport and it was agreed that Lord Salisbury should

not reply to this letter but that Mr. Lennox Boyd should

write again to the Secretary of State, in the light of

further telegrams from Cairo. The questions raised in

Mr. Lennox Boyd'a second letter have now been discussed

at departmental level and the Ministry of Transport have

agreed to abandon their alternative formula for the

Preamble and to accept the text contained in Cairo

telegram number Î IU.

2. I attach a draft reply to Mr. Lennox Boyd's two

letters.

October 1U, 1955.

(^
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F R O M T H E M I N I S T E R O F T R A N S P O R T
«nd Civil Aviation

BERKELEY SQUARE HOUSE,

7vOctober, 1953
A ~ d

.. v~^\A&'£/ -V^l'
0

Since I wrote to the ̂ c'tin̂  Foreign Secretary on
the 2nd October, I have seen and studied closely the
drafo clause on the Suez Canal submitted by the
Egyptians and reported in telegram 1391 from Cairo.

_ . _ «.-,
I understand that the view of the Foreign Office

is that in point of legal validity there is nothing
to choose betvieen the British and Egyptian drafts.
We do not disagree with thia, if indeed it is true to
say that neither hos any binding effect without
reference to something in the agreement itself.

But in other respects than strictly legal validity
we think the Egyptian draft may have a very different
effect from the British draft.

I attach a special importance to the words "being
agreed as to the necessity of upholding the principles
set forth in the Convention." First because they
record agreement which, whatever its legal value must
have some moral force, and, secondly, because they
emphasize the principles of freedom in the Convention
rather than the Convention as a whole. The Convention
itself, f'S we all agree, has some unsatisfactory
features, and it is surely much better, with future

The Rt. Hon. Anthony Eden, ll.C. , I.i.P.
/discussions
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discussions on this subject in mind,- to put the
emphasis on the,- principles rather than on the
Convention itself. The omission of these words
makes the Egyptian draft unsatisfactory, but I should
see no objection to on alternative to our own draft
which woulu include some of the Egyptian phraseology
rather on the following lines:

"The Governments 'of Egypt and the United Kingdom,
recognising that the Suez Canal is en integral
port of Egypt end an international means of
communication of economic, commercial and
strategic importance, and being agreed as to
the necessity of preserving end upholding the
principles of freedom of navigation of the
Suez i,;arititae Canal set forth in the 1888
Convention..,"

I say all this on the assumption that there is
still hope of ao article in the agreement itself, or
an exchange of letters, to which my letter to the
Acting Foreign Secretary on the 2nd October referred.

If, however, the Egyptians could not be persuaded
to agree to an article, then a fortiori the preamble
they propose would seem to. be quite inadequate; for
reud in conjunction with en agreement which contained
no article on freedom of transit, it would be taken to
imply that we and the Egyptians agree that the mere
existence of the Suez Canal Convention of 1888 is
sufficient to safeguard the freedom of navigation.
But such a reference to the Suez Canal Convention

/ can
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can hardly be regarded os filling the void which
the Cabinet consider will be left by the termination
of the 1936 Treaty, in particular Article 8,

f jTLM̂ Vt*̂ ^

At-*-

.Vii
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Secret. Thank you for your letter of October 7 about

the negotiations in Cairo-and an earlier letter

to Bobbe^ty of October 2, to which I am also

replying. I am sorry that when you wrote first
f

we did not know that the Delegation had already

acted on their instructions to warn the Egyptians

that we should want a clause in the body of the

Agreement covering freedom of navigation as well

as a reference in the Preamble. This was not

apparent from the telegrams and the records of

the conversations were received several days .

later.

2, As you know, we have now agreed to the

Egyptian text forwarded in Cairo telegram No.1414

after further consultation with your Department

and on the assurance of our legal advisers that
Vnothing of substance is thereby lost̂  ;and you

v..;, !•; . v - , . . • • . v( - \, x •/
will not,want me to comment on the alternative

A

wording proposed in your letter, though I agree

there might have been some moral, if not legal,

force in laying emphasis on the principles of

freedom of navigation embodied in the 1888

Convention, rather than on the Convention itself.

l>
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EGYPT DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS

In Cairo telegram No. 1U6̂ , the Delegation ask for

an answer to the question whether veft could consent to

their using the following formula for keeping the

Agreement open for further renewal after seven years

have elapsed from its entry into force:-»
"After six years from the date of signature of

this Agreement the Contracting Parties will

consult on the question of the renewal of the

Agreement."

2. There should be no objection to this provided that

the words "from entry into force" are substituted for

"from date of signature". We discussed this with

Brigadier Dove when he was here and he said that the

Egyptians had put forward some such formula.
1m W*A<>ULC.J a?rl*

3. Our f nrmnl n given in paragraph 3(v) of our despatch

No. 23U of August 20 mcac*- *<**, %> /Aeoft̂  (ta*<£

"**£ne Parties would consult together at the end

of the period specified for the duration of the

Agreement to decide what arrangements were

necessary to provide for the continued maintenance

of the base thereafter.?*

k. This was put to the Egyptians who reacted strongly

against it. On the other hand, the Delegation understood

at the time (see paragraph 6 of Cairo telegram No. 1222)
fM that they could get the Egyptians to accept a clause

which stipulated that there would be consultation towards

the end of the period of validity of the Agreement as to

what would happen to the base at the end of the Agreement,

provided that it does not commit the Egyptians to anything

A draft reply is attached.

October 16, 1953.
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Top Secret.
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Telegram to

CAIRO

No

(Date)

Repeat to :—

(Payid)

#*«*
Cypher.

Distribution '

Foreign Office
(Secret)

Whitehall
(Secret)

!opy to:

Egypt Defence
Distribution

P.O.,

(Date)..

IMMEDIATE Despatched ~M.

Security classification'} ?.9.?....?J.?.?I;.?!
—if any \

Addressed to G.AlfL°...:

telegram No „ (date)-.

repeated for information to B. J&«.E.»..Q.«.....(.Eajfi.dJ.

Your telegram No. 1U62 /~of October 16:

Defence Negotiations with Egypt__7.

Following for Delegations

I have no objection to wording you

suggest, though you should substitute
4. "4*

"from entry into force" for "from date of
K /•»

signature". -fflr0 nnt flRlHns

Ecypt lnnQ t.n PonroJHfc^

specifio and will be

a -t

4£-

ly thing

is

Rmpp prnvi f l inn flllnwing fnr rnnawnl p-P the
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TOP SECRET
EGYPT: DEFENCE NEGOTIATIONS

Consultation Clause / p~ / $ i $ / &o

The formula put forward by the Egyptians at the

Flag A meeting on October 20 (see Cairo telegram 1U90,

paragraph 6 (i)) is off the point in that it makes '

reference only to the British owned property in the Base.

What we want in this clause is provision for consultation

between the Egyptians and ourselves before the

Agreement expires to decide what arrangements are

necessary for the continued maintenance of the Base

Flag B thereafter. (bee our despatch number 2314, paragraph 3

(v». J^ ''"';) /f̂ V- c,

2. It will be within General Robertson's instructions

to accept a clause on the following lines: -

The parties will consult together not later than .

one year before the end of the period specified

for the duration of the Agreement concerning

arrangements ̂ ta be made for-the-ftttur«.

3. A clause on these lines would not commit the

Egyptians to renewal of the Agreement, but we have no

hope of persuading them to do that in any case. It

would, however, keep the door open for renewal by mutual

consent on the lines of our despatch number 23U, and on

the lines which the delegation suggested in their telegram

Flag C number 1U62, that they might put forward.

/

/ >' /' '•; f

October 22, 1953.
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TOP SECRET

FROM. CAIRO TO FÔ HIIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE SECRET
AND WHITEHALL SECRET
DISTRIBUTION

Mr. Hankey - B. 12.52 p.m. October 16, 1953
No. U62

October 16̂  1953 R. 1.17 p.m. October 16, 1953

MTEDLVTE

TOP SECRET

,to Fareiiyn Office tele^ran Ho. H62 of October 16
Repeated for information to B.M.E.O.

Felloning from delegation.

Consultation Clause. 7

see psrâ r? >h 6 of our telegram [grp.
This is a point on Tfhich we have not yet reached any clarity
in our discussions with the Egyptians, lie Y»ill go as far
as we can t« secure acceptance of the formula suggested in
your Despatch Nfl. 23i but in the last resort can TT« accept
something on the following lines?

[Begins].

After six years froi the date of signature of this agreemeat
the contracting parties will consult on the question of the
renewal of the agreement.

[Ends],

ADVANCE Or VIES
Sir U. Strang
Private Secretary
Mr. R. Allen
Hea^ of African Department
Head of News Departnent

PPPP
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Your telegram TTO. 1462 /""of

October 16_/: Defence Negotiations vrith
• '

Egypt. , Y
• \ '

Following for Delegation:-

You should do your \$£& utmost to.

secure formula suggested in my despatch

NO. 234 o Alternative you propose seems

to me w&ptk practically ITTT
\

2. Nevertheless, in the last resort

to/substitution

of "fromAlî  d̂ te /f entr/into force"

for "fr</nTtheydate of signature".

*£+- 'X
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TO" SECRET

FROM CAIRO TO FCBM'ilftN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE SECRET
AITD nPTTEHALL SECRET
DISTRIBUTION

Mr. Hankey D. 2.1J p.m. October 16, 1955
No. U6J,
October 16, 1953 R/3.09 p.m. October 16, 1953

Address?* to Foreign Office telegram No. W&k of October 16
Repeated for information to B.ll.B.O.

Beirut (for Her Div)

lly immediately preceding telegram: Guidance to Press.

Follov/ing from Delegation. ,

• This is likely to be a difficult moment since what is meat , ,
at one end is poison at the other. J

2. h'e propose to expand the line suggested in Allen's
letter as follov/s:- '

(a) The agreement, if it materialises as is to be hoped, j
will be an act of statesmanship in strong interest of both sides* }
It will take full account of Egypt's sovereignty and national ^
aspirations as well as of our own defence needs, I

' i
(b) The Base Trill continue as a working Base for the British I

forces in the Middle East. This Is a cardinal point. Our .<*
equipment T/ill be mnintnined by British technicians who will ji
control essential inr.tallatlons according to the instructions
of the British Service Departments, (If we are to prevent a
serious crisis arising immediately after agreement owing to a
clash betv/een British am* Egyptian statenents, we must avoid ,
unduly emphasising the fact that technicians will be soldiers).
Base has alv/ays employed thousands of Egyptians and in fact
needs more for full efficiency. Now there will be some more
thousands, as soon as they can be trained by our techniciaas, ;

' 1(c) The Base will continue to be of value to all the Arab i
countries an3 indeed to the \vhole Middle East, as the Availability;
Clause makes clear. It is common sense that the Egyptians

/should take j
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Cairo telegram No. HG^ to Foreign Office

-2-

should talie over the main duty of guarding it, since they sire
willing. '* e have far better uses for our manpower, an<3 if we
UPC goim: to be friends Tdth Egypt, as is ncc agreed, (we Bust
avoid w»rd "alliance"), r/e elo not rant all these troops here.

(«1) The burying of Anglo-fir:; ptJ.nn hatchet '.-rill facilitate
closer relation:; between all Arab countries an*3 the West.
(Tie nust avoid reference to IM1.D.O. ami we must not suggest
tlurt our dispute has previously hindered Aral) unity). Tie are
still as interested as ever in Suez Canal area and in the
Middle Hast.

(e) Agreement v/i 11 throw great responsibility on the
Egyptians. This is a great opportunity for Neguib and his
friends to justify the confidence we are placing in them*

(f) TUT- negotiators have received friendly assistance from
other Towers, both in the fip.st rnfl ftest, especially United States,
nany of v/hora are vitally concerned in security of Middle East and
in free transit of Suez Caral, an6 are also most anxious that
the dispute should be settled by agreement.

(ff) \"'slf will be clear for economic progress ia Bgypt as
soon as agreement is signed.

(h) This is only an agreement on principles. Need for
restraint anfl understanding on both sides until it is concluded.
Many details renain to be settled on both sides,

3. The Egyptians on thiir side are bound to claim a success
in attaining their national aspirations, and even a victory,
But v.'e will do our best to make 'then be noderate. This will
not be easy, even if they are noderate at first. It will be
impossible if our publicity is so framed as to suggest that
there is no real change in the situation because British Military
personnel still continue in full control in Suez Canal Base.

Foreign Office please pass to. Beirut as my telegram No. 153.

[Repeated to Beirut], .

Sir V.1. Strang Head of African Department
•^rivate Secretary Head of News Department
Mr. R. Allen
PPPP .
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In Mr Hankey's telegrams Nos. 114.63 and 114.614. he sets

out eight points for guidance in publicity matters. It is

of especial importance that there should be complete

agreement between ourselves and Cairo as to how this is to

be handled and the points to be made, since a mistake in

official publicity could lead to a public disagreement

between the Egyptians and ourselves on the interpretation

of some vital principle and that could easily upset the

whole agreement.

2. We have told the Delegation that we wish no

announcement to be made indicating that final agreement

has been reached until the matter has been explained in

private to Members of Parliament supporting the Government.

When that has been done there will be presumably a further

meeting between our Delegation and the Egyptians, after which

an agreed communique" will be issued. Almost at the same

time there would be a Ministerial statement in both Houses of

Parliament.

3. The Ministerial statement will provide the basis for all

our official publicity for the agreement in principle. An

INTEL has gone out to posts, telling them this.

ij.. It would be convenient if we could tell the Delegation

that the Ministerial statements in Parliament would follow

the lines of Ilr Hankey's telegram No. 114.6/4..

u ... ~ *._ _*--.. ,o.x October 17, 1953-

(I



I agree generally with the line for publicity suggested
in Cairo telegram 1U6U.

Unfortunately, the timing of publicity looks as though
it may be far from ideal. There is bound to be a danger of
leakage after V.'cdnesday1 s meeting and it would, on the face
of it, be advisable to follow this as quickly as possible
by a further meeting, say on the Thursday, to agree on the
communique. This should, permit a statement to be made in
the House of Gonunons on Friday morning and the appropriate
guidance to bo given by Nev;s Department to the press , but it
would preclude any statement by, say, Lord Alexander in the
House of Lords (v.hich would have been most useful) , since their
Chamber will not be sitting on that day.

Incidentally, I am sorry that Ne.s Department was not
consulted before the reply (telegram 180U) was sent to
lv!r. Hankey's telegram 1U78 , because I think that the
suggestion this reply contains to arrange the formal
meeting for Saturday (presumably to agree and to issue the
com):unique) has not been thought out. It seems to overlook
the Parliamentary angle and it does not take into account
the imperfections of our own Sunday press which is on balance
pretty inefficient and would normally be expected to take an
anti-Agreement line.

If a meeting to agree the joint communique is not
possible on the Thursday - and this may well be the case -
there would be some advantage in postponing it until Sunday,
or even Monday, in order that both prees-and Parliament
(including the House of Lords which-does'not sit on llonday)
could be informed in an appropriate manner. Such an
arrangement would admittedly involve risking a good deal of
speculation in the Sunday press , but this need not do much
harm.

/As for



As for the British weekday press generally,
the bulk of it, I feel confident, can be brought to
support the Agreement as a rational solution,and I
do not tiiink v/e need v/orry if it errs on the hither
fic'.e of enthusiasm, too much of which might do damage
at the Egyptian end. Tiie "Daily Express" will doubtless
take a hostile line,and I tiiink the "Daily Telegraph"
and the "Daily Mail" might v/e 11 require a little special
treatment to supplement Hews Department's efforts. If
the Secretary of State at an appropriate moment could
find time to have a word-with Mr. Berry and Mr. Schofield,
it would undoubtedly help.

'20th October, 1953.

IVr. Alien.
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Mr. Hankey
Nn: U63_
October 16, 19 [3

$: 1.H p.m. Cct^ber 16, 1953.
R: 1.13 p.n. October 16, 1953,

TOP.

Af«res.seA to Foreign office Hf>: H63 ef Totflber 16
Repeated for Information t«: BJ'.E.O,

Beirut (f»r I'erdU),

lly telegrwi K»: U59. — -

Following fr»n Delegatian,

p-ublicity aspects r>f pusaible agrtenent on principles.

YTe nate fr^n Allen's letter «f C'ct-iber 2 ta Hankey that
you irlsh as little publicity as possible about aotails,
Egyptians 1'inister fcr Fore tgn. Affairs has talA us the sane here,
But with all respect ire feel thet in view *f Press leakages ani
controversy since bep3inning ef this r->nth both Governments will
in fret find it necessary t» tell their people substantially
the principles on which agreement has been reached, if only tt
answer *an»ging criticises laase* tn half truths.

2. As regards the extent of what is t» be published: tn
availability and unif-sm it will be difficult tt publish anything
but the text as agreed: on the organisation of the base and
rn the question of technicians and duration we should hupe tt
be able t-5 agr; e a awnary for publication. You will appreciate
that as we are getting nhat we want by spelling It tnt and
avoiding statements cf principle it will be iiangertus t* ctupress
sone of the clauses t»t severely. If you have any contrary
thoughts or other guidance far us please let us have them by
telegraph.

See ny innc&lateiy fallowing tele gran as regards tral
guidance to the Press.

Foreign rffice please pass Beirut as ny telegram Nt: 152,
[Repeated ta Beirut]

AQVANCS COl;P:Si Sir W. Strang. * Private Secretary.
Mr. H. Allen. Head African department.

JJJJJ
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October 19* 1955*

OUT Ft

r.e were talking tl.is morning about tha
Mf aira Comalttea
le Prfcue sinister may

fart/ on Sggrpt* *,.
I <So not knoni leather the Prime

btis ee«n the attach^ text Of a talk vhieh
General Eobert»on »aa to have given to iS.i'.s
vben he trns laat in Eaglana, bvt whioh for some
renoon was never delivered* It ia, in oar view,
« forthright and helpful apologig for the policy
of rescuing an agreement vith the Egyptisne over
the r;»nal zone, and the Prime MiDieter majf find
it uaef ol to glfcttfe throuitfi it* v

0. v E. BHUOKBURftH

Pitblado,



tut.

The Egyptian Ambassador spent an hour with me
this morning. I repeatedly told him that the
negotiations were being handled in Cairo, and it would
not serve any useful purpose if he and I started a
different set of discussions in London.

He said however that there were certain points
that he had been instructed to make to me. He under-
stood that the negotiations were sticking on certain
matters. The first of these was the question of
uniform. He thought that the soldiers we were to leave
were to be regarded as civilians performing technical
duties. I said that they would in fact be.technical
personnel of the Armed Forces. They would have to be
under military discipline and it was much better for
both countries that while on duty they should be in
uniform. I said that'I-could not understand why the
Egyptian Government were making such a point of this
because in fact uniform would be only overalls, or
khaki shorts and shirts with badges of rank, and
military caps. We had offered, I understood, that
some arm-band should be worn. The Ambassador said
that if that was what we meant by uniform he himself
could see no objection. But we had red uniforms, or
ceremonial uniforms, and his Government were frightened
of ceremonial parades in the bases and others military
paraphernalia which would look to the Egyptians as
though there was still military occupation. ;I said
that this sort of discussion was much more usefully
conducted with General Robertson in Cairo, but I would
let General Robertson know the Ambassador's point about
ceremonial uniforms.

M. Hakki then came to the question of the Suez
Canal formula. I said that we were considering the
wording suggested by the Egyptian negotiators and
that discussion between the Ambassador and myself would
not be of any value. He said that the insertion of a
reference to freedom of navigation through the Canal
would remind people in Egypt of the 1936 Agreement
and that was why they dici not like it. I t9ld him that
I would prefer not to discuss the wording with him,
but 'I(was certain that it would be impossible for us
to adhere to any agreement which did not include some
reference to freedom of navigation.

The Ambassador then referred to ttie question of
availability. I told him that we were very
disappointed that the prospect of agreement upon this
matter appeared to have receded; We had been under
the impression that the Egyptians would agree to the
phrase about the United Nations which we had proposed.

/The Ambassador



The Ambassador said that it was considered by the
Egyptian Government to be far too wide in that it would
mean that if there was, for example, an attack by
Russia on Japan, we should be entitled to re-activate
the base. I said that there might be something in his
point but the position from which we could not recede
was this: it could not be left that if Russia
attacked Western Europe (for example, Germany,
Yugoslavia, Greece or Turkey) there would have to
be discussion between us and the Egyptians before
we could re-activate the base. /KE told him that it
was absolutely impossible for us to accept that
situation. The Ambassador said that we should trust
the Egyptians, that consultations wo'uld only take a
question of hours or at the most days, and he did not
think it was necessary to have an automatic right of
re-activation under those circumstances. L.said that
there really could be no argument about the proposition
whichYl?had just put forward, but if the negotiators
could work out among themselves a different form of
words covering the eventuality which IP-had mentioned
that would be all right with us. !3l pointed out that
really it would be very much better for the Egyptian
Government itself if the action to be taken in that
contingency were beyond any doubt. If it was to be
a matter for consultation, the Egyptian Government
would find themselves subject to all sorts of pressures
from the Soviet Union in one way or another. While N
if it was clear and definite that there would be
immediate re-activation, the Egyptian Government could
evade that sort of pressure from the Soviet Govern-
ment. • .

The Ambassador then referred to the R.A.F.
staging post. I said that there could not be any
argument about this. He must realise that in
removing 76,000 troops from the Canal Zone and
agreeing to remove the rest in the course of seven
years and to hand over the whole base area to the
Egyptian command we were making an enormous gesture
towards the Egyptians in an endeavour to put our
relations with them on a basis of friendship.
Compared with that the retention of the staging
post was a small matter, but in view of our world-
wide commitments, it was a matter upon which we had
to be adamant.

Finally the Ambassador said that the whole
purpose of the Egyptian Government was to put
relations between our two countries on a basis of
trust and friendship and he hoped that we would not
be difficult about the remaining points of difference.

/I said that
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I said that because we shared that desire we were
sacrificing our rights under the 1936 Agreement and
making a very great effort to obtain Egyptian good
will.

I pointed out that it was quite wrong to assume
that OUP rights ended in 1956. The 1936 Treaty was
one in perpetuity, and simply specified that after
20 years either party had the right to call for the
treaty to be revised in such a way as might seem
appropriate in the circumstances then existing.
It was not at all clear what international body
would be competent to arbitrate in the event of
us being unable to agree on a revised treaty, and it
might well be that years would pass while all this
was being thrashed out. During this time we would
be able to maintain our forces in the Canal Zone
and we would therefore be making a great sacrifice >-
by the proposed agreement. /, ,,t ,? ̂

During the course of the conversation I sp9ke
to the Ambassador about the leaks to the press in
Cairo, andKP quoted from the press cuttings of
October 6 and Colonel Nasser's remarks. !•*-£ impressed
upon the Ambassador how unhelpful was that sort
of thing..

Selwyn Lloyd
October 6. 1955.

African Department to enter

Copies: Foreign Secretary
Sir William Strang
Lord Reading
Mr. Nutting
Mr. R. Allen
Mr. Boothby
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T'MS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT

SECRET

JE 1192/517G

Foreign Office (Secret) and Whitehall (Secret) Distribution

Copy No. 8

CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE SECRETARY OF STATE AND THE
UNITED STATES AMBASSADOR ON OCTOBER 7, 1953, CON-
CERNING THE EGYPTIAN NEGOTIATIONS

Mr. Eden to Sir R. Makins (Washington)

(No. 1049. Secret) Foreign Office,
Sir, October 7, 1953.

The United States Ambassador called on
me at his request to-day, to speak about
the Egyptian negotiations. He said that the
United States Government had never
regarded themselves as an intermediary
between the United Kingdom and Egypt,
but that they had in fact supported the
United Kingdom position as strongly as
they could with the Egyptians. In
particular, they had recently supported our
stand on three items: (a) the future of the
Suez Canal: (b) the availability of the base:
(c) the duration of the agreement. They
now understood that there was no further
difficulty on these points, but that the
negotiations were in danger of breaking
down over the question what kind of
uniform the technicians should wear in the
base zone. They still did not wish to inter-
vene in any way, but they had instructed
the Ambassador to present to me personally
their view that it would be unfortunate if
the negotiations were to break down on
this issue.

2. I hastened to explain to the Ambas-
sador that it was not the case that the
question of uniforms was the only out-
standing issue, and I told him of the diffi-
culties the Egyptians were now making
over the availability formula, amongst other
things. I also gave him an account of our
position regarding uniforms. On this
Mr. Aldrich said that in Mr. Caffery's judg-
ment the Egyptian Government would be
run out of office if they gave way on
the uniform question. Mr. Aldrich assured
me that Mr. Caffery was now being ex-
tremely helpful to us in Cairo. It was his
view that if these negotiations broke down,
the chances of any future Egyptian
Government negotiating a settlement of any
kind were practically nil.

3. I said that I thought that the United
States Government did not perhaps under-
stand exactly the position which had been
reached in the negotiations. On the
freedom of transit through the Suez Canal,
the Egyptians had proposed an alternative
formula which we were considering and
which would not, in my view, raise serious
difficulties if it were slightly amended. On
the wearing of uniforms by the British
technicians, I said that we must insist upon
the right to wear uniforms. In practice,
our technicians might wear overalls or
khaki drill, and they might also wear an
armband showing that they were base
technicians, but they would be British
soldiers and as such they must be able to
wear their uniform on occasions. The most
serious point between us and the Egyptians,
however, concerned the availability of the
base in case of war. What we were asking
for was that the same principle should
apply in the case of United Nations action
against aggression as in the case of an attack
against an Arab country. This seemed not
unreasonable to me. Moreover, we had
only agreed to accept the Egyptian proposal
for consultation in the case of an attack
on Turkey because we considered that such
an attack would not take place without
United Nations action, and therefore we
should be covered by the United Nations
formula.

4. The Ambassador promised to report
the exact position to his Government at
once.

5. I am sending copies of this despatch to
Her Majesty's Representatives in Cairo and
Paris, and to the Head of the British Middle
East Office at Fayid.

I am, &c.
ANTHONY EDEN.
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CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE SECRETARY OF STATE AND SIR
ZAFRULLAH KHAN ON OCTOBER 7, 1953, CONCERNING THE
EGYPTIAN NEGOTIATIONS

Mr. Eden to the Hon. R. Hankey (Cairo)

(No. 276. Secret) Foreign Office,
Sir, October 7, 1953.

Sir Zafrullah Khan called on me to-day
on his way back to the United Nations
General Assembly in New York. He had
just come from Cairo, where he had had
conversations with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs and other members of the Council
of the Revolutionary Command, including
Major Salah Salem. He had been unable to
see General Neguib himself, since he was in
Alexandria and unwell, nor had he seen
Colonel Gamal Nasr, who had also been
away.

2. Sir Zafrullah said that he thought that
there was not now very much between the
British and Egyptian positions in the Canal
Zone negotiations. He said he had told the
Egyptians that in his opinion there was the
basis for an agreement with us, and had
advised them strongly to take the chance
offered them. He had pointed out to them
the great advantages which they would
obtain from an agreement on the lines now
proposed by us, and had urged them to
leave aside for the moment points on which
they could not accept our proposals and to
build up agreement on other points.

3. In particular, he had told them that it
was unreasonable to expect us to agree that
the base should only be reactivated in the
event of an attack upon the Arab States.
He had pointed out that this was obviously

not our main interest (nor indeed was
it Pakistan's either, since Pakistan was not
an Arab country) and that we were more
concerned about a possible attack on
Turkey or Persia, which was far more likely.
He made the point that no doubt we had
agreed to make the contingency of an attack
on Turkey or Persia subject to consultation
because, and only because, we thought that
the clause providing for reactivation in the
event of United Nations action against
aggression would in practice enable us to
return to Egypt in the event of an attack on
Turkey or Persia. He had also impressed
upon the Egyptians the need to clinch an
agreement quickly, since there was always
the danger that two sides who were close
together to-day might drift further and
further apart if time were allowed to pass.

4. I thanked Sir Zafrullah Khan warmly
for the advice which he had given to the
Egyptians, and said that I hoped they would
take it to heart. I said that I thought that
Sir Zafrullah Khan had understood our
position very well, and that we always relied
upon his wise statesmanship.

5. I am sending copies of this despatch to
Her Majesty's Representatives in Washing-
ton, New York and Paris, and to the Head
of the British Middle East Office at Fayid.

I am, &c.
* ' ANTHONY EDEN,
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40, Berkeley Square,

London, W. 1.

7th October, 1953.

I

Dear Private Secretary, ; \

As Mr. Rodgers is at present
in America I .am forwarding the enclosed
extract of a letter from one of his
constituents.

I know he would be very
grateful if you could let me h-ave a
suitable reply to send to Mr.
Partridge.

Yoî rs sincerely,v

01 .l
ivat^ Secretary to

Mr. John Rodgers, M.P."

J.E. Killick, Esq.,
Private ^ecretary to Mr. Nutting,
Foreign Office, S.W. 1


